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PREFACE 
In 1915 the geometric theory of gravitation, given by Albert Einstehi is known 
as general theory of relativity and this theory took a long time to develop. 
Aristotle believe that force could only be applied by contact; force at a 
distance being impossible and a constant force was required for a uniform motion. 
Sensible thinking for gravitation by Copernicus's view of solar system, Kepler's 
planetary motion and Galileo's concept of motion of falling bodies established the 
background of Newton's theory of gravitation presented in the Principia in 1687. 
Lagrange, Hamilton and Jacobi reworked on Newton's theory which explained the 
potential related to force. In 1799 Clairaut and Laplace proved Newton's uni-
versal law of gravitation. Einstein theory unifies special theory of relativity and 
Newton's universal law of gravitation and then describes gravity as a geometric 
property of space and time, or spacetime. 
In Einstein's general theory of relativity, using Riemannian geometry gravity-
inhabited space is analyzed. The mass manifests as curvature in spacetime 
geometry. Riemannian geometry (geometry of curved spaces), until that time, 
was thought to be an abstract mathematical structure with no physical use. With 
the tools of Riemannian geometry, Einstein was able to formulate a theory that 
predicts the behaviour of objects in the presence of gravitational, electromagnetic 
and other forces. Infact Grossmann told Einstein about the work of Riemann, 
Ricci and Levi-Givita. Einstein realized the importance of geometric calculations 
and said 
... / have become imbued with great respect for mathematics, the svMler part of 
which I had in my simple-mindedness regarded as pure luxury until now. 
m 
The theory of relativity has developed in two phases - Special Theory of 
Relativity and General Theory of Relativity. Special theory of relativity adapted 
the concept of inertial frame to the basic law of constancy of velocity of light 
dispensing with the concept of absolute space and time of Galilean-Newtonian 
mechanics, while the general theory of relativity came into existence as an 
extension of special theory of relativity. 
Through his general theory of relativity, Einstein redefined gravity. From the 
classical point of view, gravity is the attractive force between massive objects in 
three dimensional space. In general relativity, gravity manifests as curvature of 
four dimensional space-time. Conversely, curved space and time generate effects 
that are equivalent to gravitational effects. J. A. Wheelar has described the 
results by saying "Matter tells spacetime how to bend and spacetime returns the 
complement by telling matter how to move". 
In general relativity, certain types of calculations are simplified if one deals 
with a tetrad formalism. On the other hand, certain physical problems in general 
relativity are often conveniently described by using a formalism adapted to the 
geometry of the particular situation. 
Moreover, in general theory of relativity the curvature tensor describing the 
gra,vitational field consists of two parts, viz. the matter part and free gravita,-
tional part. The interaction between these two parts is described through Bianchi 
identities. For a given distribution of matter, the construction of gravitational po-
tentials satisfying Einstein field equations, is the principal aim of all investigations 
in gravitational physics and this has been often achieved by imposing symmetries 
on the geometry compatible with the dynamics of the chosen distribution of mat-
ter. The geometrical symmetries of the spacetime are expressible through the 
IV 
vanishing of the Lie derivative of certain tensors with respect to a vector. This 
vector may be time-Hke, space-hke or null. The present thesis entitled 
"Symmetries of the Spacetime and Tetrad Formalism in General 
Relativity" deals with a study of different types of symmetry properties of space-
times by using NP-formalism. It comprises of five chapters and an 
Appendix. 
Chapter I is an introductory one in which we have given some definitions and 
results that are necessary for subsequent investigation. 
In Chapter II, using the tetrad formalism given by Newman and Penrose, we 
have obtained the conditions for Petrov type D pure radiation fields to satisfy 
diff(!r(^ nt symmetry properties like Ricci collineation, Weyl projective collineation, 
matter curvature collineation etc. The contents of this chapter has been appeared 
in Int. J. Theo. Phys., 51 (2012) 2044-2055. 
In Chapter III, using the tetrad formalism given by Newman and Penrose, 
we have obtained the conditions for Petrov type A^  fields to satisfy different 
symmetry properties such as curvature colhneation, free curvature collineation, 
afline collineation, (^ tc. 
In Chapter IV, we have discussed the concept of Ricci soliton originated from 
the theory of Ricci flow given by Hanhlton. An example of Riesnerr-Nordstrom 
soliton is established and some results for symmetries of spacetime are obtained 
for vectors associated with Ricci soliton. The contents of this chapter have been 
published in Glob. J. Adv. Research Clas. Mod. Geom., 1 (2012) 76-85. 
In the last Chapter, the spacetime satisfying Einstein field equations with 
vanishing VK-curvature tensor is studied and the cases of perfect fluid for 
conserved VF-curvature tensor are considered. Results for divergence and 
H^-coIlineations are also derived for this tensor in the last. Most of the parts 
of this chapter have been accepted for publication in Bull. Malay. Math. Soc. 
(2012). Also Chapter III and some part of Chapter V are communicated in some 
listed journals. 
All the relevant equations, such as covanant differentiations along with dif-
ferent complex null vectors, field equations, Bianchi identities and commutator 
relations etc., of NP-formalism are listed at one place as an Appendix to the 
thesis. 
The thesis ends up with a list of references which by no means is a 
complete bibliography of the work on symmetries of spacetime, tetrad formalism 
and Ricci soliton. Only the work referred to the thesis has been included in the 
list. 
Mathematical equations in the thesis have been numbered serially in each 
chapter and so are the results/theorems. Thus, Equation (20) refers to 
Equation (20) in the current chapter. If Equation (20) of Chapter 1 is used 
in any subsequent chapters, it will be represented by Equation (20-1). 
VI 
CHAPTER I 
Riemann Tensor, Tetrad Formalism and Symmetry 
Properties of Spacetime 
1. Introduction 
The general theory of relativity is a theory of gravitation in which gravitation 
emerges as the property of the spacetime structure through the metric tensor 
Qij. The metric tensor determines another object (of tensorial nature) known as 
Riemann curvature tensor. At any given event this tensorial object provides all 
information about the gravitational field in the neighborhood of the event. The 
Riemann tensor is the simplest object one can build at a point, its vanishing is the 
criteria for the absence; of gcaiuine gravitational held and its structure determines 
the relative motion of the test particles via the equation of geodesic deviation. A 
brief account of this tensor is given in section 2. 
In general relativity certain types of calculations are simplified if one deals 
with a tetrad formalism. Such a tetrad formalism, along with its familiar 
examples such as Newman-Penrose (NP) is described in section 3. Moreover, the 
geometrical symmetries of the spacetime are defined m terms of Li(! 
derivative of a certain tensor with respect to a vector field. Section 4 deals 
with different types of symmetries of spacetime. 
Finally, in the last section of this chapter, a geometrical property of space-
time manifold, known as Ricci soliton, is given. 
2. R iemann curvature tensor 
Let M be a four dimensional spacetime of general relativity endowed with 
Riemannian metric gij. For any vector field A^, the Riemann curvature tensor 
R'i'jf. is defined through the Ricci identity 
where 
n/ i y I ik _ -na p / i , p 6 -ph fi-)\ 
^^jk Q^k Qrj.j '• ij'- ak ~^ '- ik^ bj 
The Riemann tensor has the following properties: 
^ijk ~ ''^ikj^ Rhijk — —Rhikj , Rhijk — ~Rihjk (Sfl) 
R(hi){jk) = R{jk){hi) (36) 
^ijk + ^jki + ^kij — 0) Rhi]k + Rhjki + Rhkij = 0 (3c) 
The contraction of Riemann tensor leads to 
Rr^ = R',k (4) 
and 
R = R\=^ g^m,, = 5^'V-'i?/u,fc (5) 
where Rij is called Ricci tensor and /?, the curvature scalar or Ricci scalar. 
The Riemann tensor can be separated into a trace free part and Ricci part 
and this separation is established by the Weyl tensor (in n-dimension) as 
Cijki = Rijki -7,{gikRji + g-jiRik - g^kR-ti - guRjk) 
(6) 
+ ( n - l ) ( n - 2 ) ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ' ' " ^ ^ ' * ' = ^ ^ 
2 
so that in 4-dimension, the Weyl tensor is related to the Riemann and Ricci 
tensors through the equation 
1 
Cijki = Rijki - -^{gikRji + QjiRik - g-ikRti ~ giiRjk) 
I, ^ • (7) 
+Mkg]i ~ gug,jk)R 
Equation (7) can be regarded as the definition of Weyl tensor. The Weyl 
tensor has all the symmetries of the Riemann tensor and also has the property 
that g-^^Cijki = 0 in contrast to g^'Rijki = B^k- The Riemann tensor has 20 inde-
pendent components, while the Weyl and the Ricci tensor have 10 independent 
components. The Weyl tensor is the trace-free (i.e., the contraction with each 
pair of indices is zero) part of the Riemann tensor. 
The Riemann tensor Rujk can be decomposed as 
Rhijk — ^hijk + Eh^jk + Ghijk (8) 
where 
Ehijk = 7f{9hjSik + QikSh] - ghkSij - QijShk] (9) 
Ghijk = T^ighjgik - ghkgij) (lO) 
Sij = R,] - -^Rgij (11) 
Using Equations (9) - (11), the decomposition (8) takes the form 
1 /? 
Rijki = Cijki + '{giiRjk + gjkRii - gikRji - gjiRik) - -rigiig^k - gikg-ji) (12) 
From this equation it is clear that for empty spacetime, Riemann tensor re-
duces to Weyl tensor. Thus, in order to ha,ve a classification of vacuum 
Riemann tensor, it is sufficient to classify the Weyl tensor. Essentially there 
are tliree main api;)roaches for the classification of Weyl tensor namely, the; matrix 
method (Synge [55], Petrov [45]), the spinor method (Penrose [43], 
Pirani [47]) and the tensor method (Sachs [50]). The Petrov classification [46] 
of gravitational fields is of great importance in the theory of general relativity-
especially in the study of gravitational radiation. The connection between these 
approaches has been found out by Ludwig [36]. He found that the tensor method 
is equivalent to the other two. The spinor method is the shortest and elegant route 
to Petrov classification, while the tensor method is useful in 
many calculations. The matrix method suffers ])articularly from the fact that 
it does not bring out the hierarchy of types in Penrose diagram so well as the 
other methods do not. It is convenient in calculations but it does have some slight 
advantages in some of the simplest physical interpretation. The Riemann tensor 
(gravitational field) has been classified into different types, (X)unrionly known as 
Petrov types, as types /, / / , D, / / / , A^  and 0. Type / gravitational fields are 
known as algebraically general, while the remaining types are called algebraically 
special. Moreover, types / / / and N correspond to the case of gravitational radi-
ation. 
The connection between different Petrov types gravitational field is given in 
the following Penrose diagram [43] 
Fig.l 
3. Tetrad formalism 
The standard way of treating problems in general theory of relativity is 
to consider Einstein field equations in a local co-ordinate basis adapted to the 
problems with which one is working. In recent times it has proved advantageous 
to choose a suitable basis of four linearly independent vectors, to project the 
relevant quantities on to the chosen basis and consider the equations satisfied by 
them. This is tetrad formalism and in general relativity certain types of calcula-
tions are carried out if one deals with a tetrad formalism. The important example 
is the Newman-Penrose formalisms (or in short, NP-formalisms). 
(i) The tetrad representation 
At each point of the space-time, set a basis of four contravariant vectors 
e|„) (a = 1,2,3,4) (13) 
where the indices enclosed in parenthesis, such as (a), (6), (c), (d) etc. are the 
tetrad indices and i,j,k,l etc. are the tensor indices. From Equation (13) and 
the metric tensor gij, the covariant vector is 
e{a)t = Qtk efa) (14) 
Also, 
where e^  ' is the inverse of the matrix [e! J (with the tetrad index labeling the 
rows and the tensor index labeling the columns). Further assume that 
where r}(^a)(b) is a constant symmetric matrix. 
If ?7(°)(''' is the inverse of the matrix [^ (a)(6)], then 
(a)(6) c(a) 
r""' vmo = S^ 
Also, 
V{a)(b) e- = e(b)i 
V'^'^'' e . , = ef) 
(a) _ 
(17) 
(18a) 
(186) 
(19) 
To obtain the tetrad components of a given vector or tensor field, we project 
it onto the tetrad frame and thus 
and 
A(a) = e(a)., A^ = e' A^ (a) ''3 
A = 4'^ ^ ^(a) = e(,), ^ ('^ ^ 
T, (a)(6) - e\^) 6(5) Ty = e(„) T,;(6) 
(20a) 
2-(a)(6) ^ g('^ ) gW 2^ 1? ^ g(") J-ilft) 
ii] - e^ e^ l(a){h) - fij i ( a ) j 
^ - ^(«) ^(6) ^ - ^(a) ^ 
Remarks: 
1. If in the above considerations, the basis vectors are orthonormal, then 
(206) 
Via)(b) diae ( 1, - 1, - 1, - 1 ) = 
1 0 0 0 
0 - 1 0 0 
0 0 - 1 0 
0 0 0 - 1 
2. (i) ?y('^ )('') and r]{a){b) can be used to raise and lower the tetrad indices even as 
the tensor indices are raised and lowered with the metric tensor. 
(ii) There is no ambiguity in having quantities in which both tetrad and tensor 
indices occur. 
(iii) The result of contracting a tensor is the same whether it is carried out with 
respect to its tensor or tetrad indices. 
(ii) Directional derivatives and Ricci rotation coefficients 
In general, a vector can not be considered as an arrow connecting two points 
of the manifold. To have a consistent generalization of the concept of vectors in 
£•", we identify vectors on the manifold M with tangent vectors. 
Definition 1 A tangent vector v at a point p is an operator which assigns to each 
differentiable function f on M a real number v(f). This operator satisfies 
(a) v(f + h) = v(f) + v(h) 
(b) v(fh) = hv(f) + fv(h) 
(c) v(cf) = cv(f), c is a constant. 
Thus, v(c) = 0 for any constant finic'tion c. Tin; above dcilinition is 
independent of the choice of the coordinates. A tangent vector is just the 
directional derivative along a curve 7(t) through p, using the Taylor series 
expansion for the function / at jo and using the definition 1, it can be shown 
that the tangent vector v at p can be written as 
V = . ' ^ (21) 
The real coefficients v' are the components of v at p with respect to the local 
coordinate system ( x \ x ^ ...,x") in a neighborhood of p. According to Equation 
(21), the directional derivative along the coordinate lines at p forms a basis of 
an n-dimensional vector space whose elements are the tangent vectors at p. This 
space is called the tangent space Tp. The beisis { ^ } is called a coordinate basts 
or holonomic frame. 
Definition 2 The contravariant vector e(a), considered as the tangent vector, 
defines the directional derivative 
d 
and we write 
^W = ^ ( a ) ^ (22) 
^^^^ = ^U % = (^a) ^h (23) 
[the tangent vector/directional derivative defined by Equation (21) leads to 
Equation (22)], where 0 is any scalar field, a comma indicates the partial 
differentiation and the semi-colon denotes the covariant differentiation. 
In general, we define 
A(a),{b) = 6(6) ' ^ A ( a ) 
= 6(6) ' ^ [ e ( a ) -M,] 
= 6(6) ' Vs , [e^a) 'A.,] 
(24) 
= 6(6) ' [e(a) 5 Ak + e(a) •' Aj.,] 
= e(a) ^ Aj-i 6(5) ' + 6(6) '6(a) .j Ak 
= e(a) ^ Aj.^ 6(6) ' + e(a)fe;te(6) 'e(c) '' A^''^ 
( According to V ^ / = X / = X ' ^ it may be noted that in a local co-ordinate 
basis, dk and V^^, when acting on functions coincides with partial differentiation 
with respect to k). 
We define 
7(c)(a)(6) = e-(c) '^(a)k-t 6(5) ( 2 5 ) 
as Ricci rotation coefficients and Equation (24) can now be written as 
^(a)Ab) = ej^) ^3•,^ 6(6) + 7(c)(a){6) ^ ' ' ^ ( 2 6 ) 
The Ricci rotation coefficients givcui by Ecjuation (25) can cquivalently be writt(>n 
as 
e(a)fc;^  = ef l[c)[a){b) ef (27) 
It may be noted that Ricci rotation coefficients are antisymmetric in the first pair 
of indices. That is 
l{c){a)(b) = - 7 ( a ) ( c ) ( b ) ( 2 8 ) 
From Equation (27), we have 
e{a)k;i = ej^ 7(c)(a){6) Cj = 7fc(a)i ( 2 9 ) 
which due to antisymmetry of the Ricci rotation coefficients leads to 
e(a) f. = - 7(a) ^ (30) 
Now, from Equation (26), we have 
eja) A ; ^ e i i ) = ^(a) , (6) - 7(c)(a)(6) A^'^ 
= A^aUb) - ''?^")^"^^ 7(n)(a)(6) ^ ( m ) ( 3 1 ) 
= A[a) I (6) 
where 
^ ( a ) 1 (6) = A(a),{b) - ??'"^^™^ 7(n)(a)(6) ^ ( m ) ( 3 2 ) 
is called the intrinsic derivative of A(a) in the direction of e(b). 
From Equation (31), we have 
A . - ^' (^a),(6) ef) (33) 
9 
which gives the relationship between directional (covariant) and intrinsic 
derivatives. 
From Equation (31), the intrinsic derivative of the Riemann curvature tensor is 
R{a){b){c){d) I {/) = F!n:iki;m e\^^ e\^.^ e(^) e^^^ ej].) (34) 
which can alternatively be written as 
R(a)(b){cm I (/) = \ ^ m (^\a) ^\b) ^\c) ^\d)\?n ej}) 
- RijkLm e\a) ^{b) ^(c) ^(d) ^Z') "^ '•''*'•' '^(a); '" '^{b) ^(c) ^(d) ^Tf) 
4- /? •,, P* P^ P^ P^ p'^ 4- P- ,, P* p ' P^ p ' p'^ 
+ Rijki e|„^  g'^ j^ e^ j^ e^ )^.,^  e^ -^j 
(35) 
Now using Equations (30), (20), (21) and (18) (for raising/lowering the tetrad 
indices), Equation (35) reduces to 
R(a)(b){c)(d) ) (/) = R{a){b){c){d),{f) 
- 7](P)(9) b{p){a){f) R(q){b){c){d) + 7(p)(6)(/) R{a){q)(c){d) ( 3 6 ) 
+ 7(p)(c)(/) R{a){b){q){d) + 7(p)(d)( /) -R(a)(6)(c)(9)] 
which is analogous to Equation (32). 
(iii) The commutation relation and the structure constants 
Given any two vector fields X, Y, their Lie bracket is defined as 
[X,Y]f = (XY - YX)f = X{Yf) - Y{XJ) (37a) 
and 
CxY = [XJ]= - [F ,X] = - CyX (376) 
[ X, Y Y = X^Y{ - Y^ X\ (in local coordinates) (37c) 
10 
Consider the basis e(a), we have 
[e(a),e(b) ] = C(a)(b) '-"' e(c), C(_a){b) '-''^ = ~ C(b)(a) ''"^ (38) 
where C(^a){b) ^^^ are cahed the structure constants and are 24 in number. Also, 
= f eL. d (a) ^(6),I '5(6) ^'(a),i J J,J 
(39) 
= [ el-, e] 
' (a) ''(6);?; ^(6) '^(a);2 J •/>.? 
_ r _ (c) _|_ (c) 1 j r 
- i T(6)(a) + 7(a)(6) J ^(c)/-.? 
From Equations (38) and (39), we have 
Ciam ^'^ = 7{6l(a) - 7g(,) (40) 
Equation (40) provides commutation relations. There are 24 commutation 
relations. 
(iv) The Ricci and the Bianchi identities 
We know that the Riemann tensor can be defined through the Ricci identity 
or 
and thus 
Rhijk ^ — ^vj;k ^i-Mj 
Rhijk e(a) = e(a)i;r,fe ~ e{a)i:k-j (41) 
The tetrad representation of Rhr^k, using Equation (20 b), is given by 
R(a){b){c)(d) = Rhijk 6(3) e^ )^ e^ )^ e^ j^ 
= [e(a)i;.3;fc " ^{a)i:k:j\ '^ (6) '^ (c) ^{d) 
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which from Equation (27) reduces to 
R{a){b){c){d) = {[e[^^ 7(/)(a)(.9) ef],k - [e[''^ 7(/)(a)(.9) e^k\l} 6(6) ejc) ef^) 
Using Equation (28). after a long simplification, we get 
R{a)mc){d) = -l{a)U){g),k e^ ef e|j) ej^ ) ef^ , + 7(a)(/)(,),., e^P e^'^ e|^ ) ej^ j ef^ , 
+ 7(/)(a)(,) { el;? e f + ef ^ ej^ ^ } e|,) ej^ ^ e^^ 
+ 7(/)(a)(,){eg^ei^) + ef) e g } e|,) e;^ ^ ej,) 
= -7(a)(/)(.<,),fe efd) ??ff)^  7?[fJ + 7(a ) ( / ) (9 ) , , ej^j 77f,(^ ^ rj^^^ 
7(/)(a)(.) { el5 e?^ - eg' eif' } e|,^  e\^^ e^ 
. . . . id) 
(.9) , ( / ) _ ,(.g) „ ( / ) 1 ^i „3 ^k 
id) + 7(/)(a)(,){e;5ey^ - < ; e)^M e|,) ej,) e 
^ -7(a)(/)(,),fc ef^ j Tyf/)' '/yg + 7(a)(/)(5)j ej^ ) ryff)^  '/yjj' 
+ 7(/)(a)(,) { llP e f - 7l/' ei^' } e|,) ej^ ^ ef.^  
+ 7(/)(a)(g) { 7,¥ - 7i? } eS^ ^ 6(6) ej,) efd) 
• -l(a)(b)(c),{d) + 7(a)(fc)(d),(c) + 7(/)(a)(.9) { 7{6?(rf) ??(f)^  - 7 ( / ) ( , ) ?7(d) } 
+ 7(/)(a)(.9) { 7(c)(d) - 7(dJ(c) } (^6)^  
-7(a)(b)(c) , (d) + 7(a)(6)(d),(c) + 7(6)(a)(.g) { 7(f)(d) " 7(d)(c) } 
(42) 
+ 7( / ) (a)(c) 7(6)(d) - 7( / ) (a)(d) 7(6){c 
Equation (42) is antisymmetric in the pair (c) and (d). Also, since the Ricci 
rotation co(^ ,fficients are antisyunnctric in first pair of indicxis, the total numbcir 
of equations in Equation (42) are 6 x 6 = 36. 
The Bianchi identities 
Ri,jkl;m + Rijlm;k + Ri.]mkd = 0 i'*'^ ) 
when written in terms of the intrinsic derivatives and the tetrad components, can 
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be expressed as 
R{a){b)[{c){d)\U)] = iE [ (c ) (d ) ( / ) l [ R(a)ib){c){d),{f) - y?'"'^"^ { 7{n)(a)(/) R{v,){b){c){d) 
+ 7(n)(6){/) R{a){m)(c)(d) + 7(n)(c)(/) R[a){b)(m)(d) 
+ 7(n)(d)(/) R{a){b){c){m) }] 
(44) 
The Bianchi identities includes 24 distinct equations corresponding to six distinct 
index pairs (?, j ; i j^ j), each of which can be associated with the four choices for 
k ^ I ^ m. However, only 20 of these 24 equations are linearly independent. 
Thus, the basic equations of the tetrad formalism are 24 commutation relations 
[Equation (38)], 36 Ricci identities [Equation (42)] and 20 linearly independent 
Bianchi identities [Equation (44)]. 
(v) Newman and Penrose (NP) formalism 
The Newman-Penrose formalism [39] (also known as spin-coefficient 
formalism) is a tetrad formalism with special choice of the basis vectors. The 
beauty of this formalism, when it was first proposed by Newman and Penrose 
in 1962, was precisely in their choice of a null basis which was customary till 
then. The underlying motivation for a choice of null basis was Penrose's strong 
belief that the essential element of a spacetime is its light cone structure which 
makes possible the introduction of a spinor basis. The expanded system of 
equations connecting the spinor components of the Riemann curvature tensor 
with the components of the spinor connections (spin-coefficients) has become 
known as the system of Newman-Penrose Equations (or briefly, NP equations). 
It is possible that the formalism may look somewhat cumbersome with long 
formulas and tedious calculations, and usually creates some psychological bar-
rier in handling and using NP method; but once the initial hurdle is crossed, 
the formalism offers a deep insight into the symmetries of the spacetime. 
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However, from the time elapsed since its first appeaxence in 1962, the 
viability and convenience of NP-formalism have become established. Moreover, 
in the modern literature, it is generally accepted and widely used. What is the 
reason for such popularity of NP-formalism? Apparently the main reason consists 
in its adequacy and internal adaptability for constructing the exact solutions of 
Einstein field equations and for other investigations. In particular, this formalism 
is convenient for the study of gravitational fields (c.f., [2], [4], [5], [33], [34], [56]). 
We shall make use of this formalism in Chapters II and III. Here we shall briefly 
mention the tetrad, directional derivative and metric tensor for NP-formalism 
(other details and related equations are given in the Apppendix). 
When a complex null tetrad is used to describe the geometry of the 
spacetime then NP equations provide a considerable simplification in the 
equations. The use of a complex null tetrad and the choice of the light 
co-ordinates makes the NP-formalism a convenient tool for the description of 
massless fields (photons, neutrinos) and the gravitational fields. The NP 
equations have been proved fruitful in studying the asymptotic behaviour of the 
gravitational fields [44]. Newman and coworkers [35], established the relationship 
between the asymptotic properties of the gravitational field and the nature of the 
motion of a body generating the field. 
The novelty of the NP-formalism is that, instead of the orthonormal basis 
(6(3,), e(y), 6(2), 6(1;)), Newman and Penrose have chosen a null basis comprising of 
a pair of real null vectors /' and n' and a pair of complex conjugate null vectors 
m' and m' such that 
I'rrii = rfhi - •dm.i - n'^rfii = 0 (45) 
1% =: ri'n, = m'm^ - fh'rhi = 0 (46) 
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and the normalization condition 
"n,- = 1 , m^m, = - 1 (47) 
The fundamental matrix represented by ??(«)(&) is a constant symmetric matrix of 
the form 
V(a)(b) 7] {a){b) 1 _ 
0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 - 1 
0 0 - 1 0 
(4^  
The relation between the nuh basis { l\n\m,\m^ } and the orthonormal basis 
e{ . is given by 
6(1) = ''' = -7|( e(t) + e(^ ) ) , 6(2) = " ' = - ^ ( e(f) - e( 
3(3) m 
1 
72 
^ ^ ^ < 
e(x) + %t{y) ) , 6(4) = m = - ^ ( e(x) - ze(y) (49) 
and the corresponding covariant basis is given by 
6^ ^^  = 6(2) = n* , e^ ^^  = 6(1) = / 
e^ ^^  = -6(4) = - m ' , 6^ ^^  = -6(3) = - m ' (50) 
It may be pointed out here that even though, it is always possible to introduce a 
null tetrad locally, its global existence demands that the space-time has a spinor 
structure. The basis vectors, regarded as directional derivatives [c.f.. Equation 
(22)], can be denoted as 
61 ^ 6^  = i^ = r^  A , 62 = 6 ' - [X = n^~ 
eg = - e = () = m - — , 64 = - e ' 6 = m' (51) 
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Once a field of complex null tetrad is assigned in a space-time, the tetrad 
formalism can then be used for describing geometric objects. 
The contravariant components of the metric tensor in terms of null tetrad 
are given as 
g'^ = e\^/^^^r]^''^^''^ = rn' + n'F - m^m^ - m'm^ (52) 
while the covariant form is 
Oij = e^a)ze{b)jV^''^^''^ = hrij + n,lj - m.fhj - fh.mj (53) 
where 
r](a){b) = e[a)ze(b)jg'^ (54) 
4. Symmetries of spacetime 
In general theory of relativity the curvature tensor describing the 
gravitational field consists of two parts, viz. the matter part and free 
gravitational part. The interaction between these two parts is described through 
Bianchi Identities. For a given distribution of matter, the construction of gravi-
tational potentials satisfying Einstein's field equations is the principal aim of all 
investigations in gravitational physics and this has been often achieved by im-
posing symmetries on the geometry compatible with the dynamics of the chosen 
distribution of matter. The geometrical symmetries of the spacetime are express-
ible through the vanishing of the Lie derivative of certain tensors with respect to 
a vector. This vector may be time-like, space-like or null. 
The role of symmetries in general theory of relativity was first studied by 
Katzin, Levin and Davis in 1969 in a series of papers. This section includes a 
brief review of almost all the symmetries admitted /inherited by the spacetime of 
general relativity (as far as I know). Since these symmetries are defined in terms 
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of Lie derivatives, so we have 
(i) Lie derivative 
It is interesting to explore tlie situation when a quantity remains invariant 
under co-ordinate transformation. For example, under which co-ordinate trans-
formation the metric tensor remains invariant. Such type of transformation are 
of great importance as they provide information about the symmetries of the 
Riemannian manifold. In Euclidean space there are two types of transformation 
(a) discrete- such as reflection (b) continuous- such as translation and rotation. 
The continuous transformations are important and find their application in gen-
oral theory of relativity. Here we shall not only discuss a differcnit type, of trans-
formation that will lead to the symmetries of the spacetime but also introduce a 
new type of derivative known as Lie derivative. 
Consider the co-ordinate transformation 
x"^x'(e]x') (55) 
where 
x' = x" (0; x^) (56) 
and e is a parameter. Equation (55) describes a one parameter set of transfor-
mations x^ —> x" which can be explained as: 
Let a given point A labeled by a set of four co-ordinates x\ To this point A 
assign another point B of the spacetime in the same co-ordinate system which was 
used to label the first point A. This point B is labelled by the four co-oi'dinates x \ 
Thus to each point of the spacetime we can assign another point of the spacetime 
using the same co-ordinate system; and as consequence, Equation (55) describes 
a mapping of the spacetime onto itself. 
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Consider the special case of the infinitesimal transformation 
x' -^ x" = x' + e.e{x) (57) 
where e is a parameter (small and arbitrary) and i^{x) is a continuous vector 
field, wliich may be defined as 
The transformation defined by Equation (57) is called an infinitesimal mapping 
and the meaning of such mapping is that: To each point A (with co-ordinates 
x*) of the spacetime there corresponds another point B [with co-ordinates x'* = 
,x' -f- e^^{x)], when the same co-ordinate system is used. 
Now let there be a tensor field T {x) defined in the spacetime under consid-
eration. This tensor field T [x) can be evaluated at the point B in two different 
manners firstly, the value T{x') of T[x) at the point B and secondly, the value 
T'{x') of the transformed tensor T'(using the usual transformation laws of ten-
sors) at the point B. The difference between these two values of the tensor field T 
evaluated at the point B with co-ordinate x' leads to the concepts of Lie deriva-
tive of T. This process is illustrated by defining the Lie derivative of the scalar 
field (j){x) (a tensor of rank zero), a covariant vector Ai (a tensor of rank one) and 
contravariant vector A^ (a tensor of rank one). 
First we consider a scalar field (f){x). The value of 0 at the point B is ^{x'), 
then using the infinitesimal expansion [cf., Equation (59)]. The value of (l){x') at 
the point x' can be written as 
0(x') = < (^x + ee) = 0(a:) + e ^ e ' (59) 
Since ^ is a scalar, it remains invariant under the co-ordinate transformation (57) 
and we have 
{x') = (j){x) (60) LI I l\ 
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where (jj is a function evaluated at the point B whose co-ordinates are x'"- and </> 
is a function evaluated at the point A whose co-ordinates are x\ Then the Lie 
derivative of the scalar function (^ (a;), with respect to the vector ^\ denoted by 
£(^4) (x) is defined as [from Equations (59) and (60)] 
(a) The Lie derivative of a scalar (}) with respect to a vector ^^ is the scalar 
product of the vector *^ with the gradient of the scalar (j). That is 
•f£*W = ? ' ^ = 5 ' f e (62) 
(b) The Lie derivative of a contravariant tensor A- with respect to the vector ^ is 
k^' - i'A], - A% (63) 
(c) The Lie derivative of a contravariant tensor Ai with respect to the vector ^ is 
£^Aj^CAr, + A£^^ (64) 
(d) Similarly the Lie derivative of a general tensor Tj;;; with respect to the vector 
{ can be obtained as follows 
£{17::. = ^ 'n:-k - T^;;^ - - - + n:^ + - - - (65) 
Thus for example, according to this prescription, the Lie derivative of the 
Riemann curvature tensor is 
£,R^,, = eR]ki;k - ^ A + ^hki^^ + ^)HI^>^ + ^)^k^^ (66) 
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(ii) Killing equation 
When we consider a physical system, symmetry properties of the system 
are often helpful in understanding the system. In this section we shall apply 
the concept of Lie differentiation in studying the geometry of spacetime under 
consideration. Since the geometry of the spacetime is described through the 
metric tensor g,^, it is therefore worthwhile to see whether or not the metric 
tensor changes it's value under infinitesimal co-ordinate transformation. 
A mapping of the spacetime onto itself of the form (57) is called an isometry 
(or motion) if the Lie derivative of the metric tensor associated with it, vanishes, 
i.e. 
^iQti = 0 (67) 
Equation (67) means that metric tensor is invariant under the transformation 
(57) if g^j [x] = Qij (x) for all co-ordinates x'^. Now by using the definition of Lie 
derivative we can get 
From Equations (67) and (68), we get 
For a given metric. Equation (69) represents a system of differential equations 
which determines the vector field C [x]- W this equation has no solution then space 
has no symmetry. Equation (69) can be regarded as the covariant charaterization 
of the symmetries present, although it involves partial derivatives. This can be 
seen by replacing the partial derivatives with the covariant derivatives in Equation 
. Consider Equation (67) with equation £^g., = 2^^,,), we have the invariant, 
equation as 
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Equation (70), a, system of first order differential equations, is called the Killing 
equation. The vectors ^' {x) which are the solution of this equation are called 
Killing vectors, and characterize the symmetry properties of the Riemannian 
space in an invariant manner. The number and types of solutions of these ten 
equations depends upon the nature of the metric and hence vary from space to 
space. 
Killing equation and the Lie diftbrentiation play an important rol(> in the 
classification of gravitational fields. A gravitational field is said to be stationary 
if it admits a time-like Killing vector field <f' (x) that is there exists a solution to 
Killing Equation (70), where i^^ = QIJ^^ and {^  = (i(^ > 0. 
If we choose the co-ordinate system such that the Killing vector ^^ has the 
component as 
f = (0,0,0,1) (71) 
then Equation (69) reduces to 
dgij 
= 0 (72) 
dx^ 
Thus in this co-ordinate system all the components of the metric tensor 
are independent of the spacetime co-ordinate x'^. An important example of the 
stationary gravitational field is the Kerr metric (the rotational generahzation of 
Schwarzchild exterior solution). 
If in stationary spacetime the trajectories of the Killing vector <^ ' are orthog-
onal to a family of hypersurfaces, then the spacetime is said to be static. In such 
a spacetime there exists a co-ordinate system which is adapted to the Killing 
vector field ^' {x) such that 
^ = 0 , ^4, = 0, /. = 1,2,3 (73) 
ox^ 
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A static solution of the Einstein field equation is the Schwarzchild exterior 
solution, 
(iii) Collineations in general relativity 
The symmetry assumptions on the spacetime manifold are also known as 
collineations. The literature on collineations is very large and still expanding 
with results of elegance. We shall now give the definitions and related results for 
these collineations ([12], [20], [31], [41], [59]). 
(a) Conformal Motion (Conf M) 
Consider a n-dimensional Riemannian space 14 and referred to co-ordinate 
system (x) in Vn we consider the point transformation 
'dr T: 'C = nn;Det\^-^j^O' (74) 
When point transformation (74) does not change the angle between two 
directions at a point it is said to define a conformal motion in Vn- The necessary 
and sufficient condition for this is that the infinitesimal Lie difference of gij is 
proportional to Qij 
£^9ij = 2ff(/i^ - (75) 
where cr is a scalar function provided a.jk 7^  0 for proper conformal motion. 
(b) nomothetic Motion (HM) 
If ds'^ and ds''^ have always the same constant ratio, i.e. 
£^gij = 2(^9ij (76) 
where a is constant, then the infinitesimal transformation 
' f = f + v'^dt (77) 
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is called a homothetic motion. 
(c) Special Conformal Motion (SCM) 
The motion is SCM if 
£^g^j = 2apy (78) 
such that a-jk = 0. 
(d) Projective CoUineation (PC) 
A necessary and sufficient condition that transformation (77) be projective 
collineation in an I4 is that Lie derivative of F]-^  is 
mk = ^j^^k + Sl<l>, (79) 
(e) Special Projective Collineation (SPC) If above equation has form as 
£^], = S]<l>,k + Sl<l^,; <t>;jk = 0 (80) 
(f) Weyl Projective Collineation (WPC) 
The infinitesimal transformation (77) called WPC if and only if 
£^Wi,, = 0 ( n > 2 ) (81) 
where W^^ ;, Weyl tensor is defined as 
Wijki ~ Rijki - 2 {QikRji + OjiRik ~ guRjk - gjkRii) 
-^igiigjk-gzk9ji) (82) 
0 
Fori^,- = 0, W^jkl = R^jki or W;,i = R'^ kl 
(g) Weyl Conformal Collineation (WCC) 
The infinitesimal transformation (77) called WCC if and only if 
i^eq« = 0, ( n > 3 ) (83) 
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(h) Curvature Collineation (CC) 
A Riemannian space 14 of dimension n is said to admit a symmetry, which 
we call Curvature Collineation (CC) if there exists vector ^' for which 
£i^,ki = 0 (84) 
where R'.^i is Riemann curvature tensor. 
(i) Special Curvature Collineation (SCC) 
The symmetry property is called special curvature collineation (SCC) if 
(AH^);/ = 0 (85) 
i.e., transformation (77) in Vn is SCC if covariant derivative i'^F*;. vanishes. 
(j) Affine Collineation (AC) 
A Vn is said to admit an AC provided there exists a vector {' such that 
£^'^]k = C,k + CR)mk = 0 (86) 
where Pj . is the Christoffel symbol of second kind and R^j^i is Riemann curvature 
tensor. 
(k) Ricci Collineation (RC) 
A necessary and sufficient condition for a Riemannian space 14 to admit a 
Ricci collineation (RC) is that there exists an infinitesimal transformation (77) 
such that 
£^Rrj = 0 (87) 
where Rij is Ricci tensor. 
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(1) Conformal Collineation (Conf C) 
A Riemannian space K of dimension n is said to admit conformal collineation 
(Conf C) if there exists vector ^ for which 
^i^]k = ^}(^;k + Sla.j - 9,jk9 o-i 
(m) Special Conformal Collineation (S Conf C) 
The necessary and sufficient condition for a Rieniainiian spac(; 14 to admit 
a special conformal collineation (S Conf C) is that there exists an infinitesimal 
transformation (77) such that 
£f],, = 6ia,k + Sla.j - g^kfa-i , a,^^ = 0 (89) 
(n) Maxwell Collineation (MC) 
The electromagnetic field inherits the symmetry property of spacetime 
defined by 
£iF,, = F,^^,e + FJ:^ + F,^^ = 0 (90) 
where F^j is electromagnetic field tensor then transformation called as Maxwell 
coUineation. 
(o) Torsion Collineation (TC)[3] 
A torsion collineation (TC) is defined to be a point transformation (31) 
leaving the form of the Nijenhuis tensor invariant, i.e. 
£^N], = 0 (91) 
where N\ denotes the Nijenhuis tensor of the electromagnetic field and is given 
by Ahsan ([3]) as 
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N]^ = 2F'^F,fc, (92) 
(p) Matter CoUineation (MTC) [6] 
A matter coUineation is defined to be a point transformation x'^ -^ x^ + e^dt 
leaving the form of the space-matter tensor P/^^^ invariant. That is 
£A = 0 (93) 
where Pj^^^ is the space-matter tensor given by (Ahsan [6]]) 
+ {lR + a){S^^gM.-S':gbd) (94) 
(q) Total Radiation CoUineation (TRC) 
A null electromagnetic field admits a total radiation coUineation (TRC) if 
£^T,, = 0 (95) 
where T^ = (p'^kik-j , fcj is a tangent vector. 
(r) Curvature Inheritance (CI) 
A Riemannian space 14 of n dimension is said to admit a symmetry which 
we call curvature inheritance (CI) if the Lie derivative of i?^ ^^  is proportional to 
£Rl, = 2aRl, (96) 
where a is a constant. For a = 0 CI reduces to CC. 
(s) Ricci Inheritance (RI) 
If 
£R^, = 2aRab (97) 
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Then a Vn is said to admit Ricci Inheritance (RI). Where a is a constant. For 
a = 0 RI reduces to RC 
(t) Maxwell Inheritance (MI) 
The transformation (77) is called Maxwell Inheritance (MI) along vector ^ if 
Lie derivative of eksctromagnetic tensor field F^ is proportional to F,;,-, that is 
£^F,j = 2nF,j (98) 
where (7 is a constant function. If fi = 0, then MI reduces to MC. 
(u) Null Geodesic Collineation (NC) 
The space Ki admits NC if and only if 
£i^]k = Qjkr'^-.m (99) 
(v) Special Null Geodesic Collineation (SNC) 
The space V^ admits SNC if and only if 
£^T), = g.kr^V,^ , ^^ ,fc = 0 (100) 
(w) Family of Contracted Ricci Collineation (FCRC) 
The perfect fluid spacetimes including electromagnetic field which admit 
symmetry mapping belonging to FCRC have been studied by Norris et al. [41] 
and a 14 admits FCRC if and only if 
f£^Fkj = 0 (101) 
Remark 3 The geometrical symmetries of spacetime given in this chapter, have 
interrelationship under certain conditions. ( cf., [31]) 
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CHAPTER II 
Symmetries of Type D Pure Radiation Fields 
1. Introduction 
The study of Petrov type D gravitational fields has always been an 
important activity in general relativity as most of the physically significant met-
rics are of Petrov type D. The most familiar members of this class are Schwarzchild 
exterior solution, Kerr solution (the rotating black hole), Riessner-Nordstrom 
metric (being interpreted as charged black hole), Kerr-Newmann solution (charged 
rotating black hole) and Godel solution. Some other type D solutions were ob-
tained by Kinnersely [33]; they include Kerr and Taub-NUT metrics among others 
(for a detailed discussion of Petrov type D spacetimes, see [53]). 
The interaction of Petrov type D gravitational field with the non-null 
electromagnetic field, using Newman-Penrose formalism [39] has been considered 
by Ahsan [4]. Recently, De Groote et al. [22] have solved the problem of aligned 
Petrov type D pure radiation fields: either these are Robinson-Trautman space-
time or they belong to Kundt family. They have presented all Petrov type D pure 
radiation spacetimes (with or without cosmological constant) with a shear-free, 
non-diverging geodesic principal null congruence. 
Moreover, in general theory of relativity, the curvature tensor describing 
the gravitational Held consists of two parts, vi/. th(> matter jjart and the free 
gravitational part. Interaction between these two parts is described through 
Bianchi identities. For a given distribution of matter, construction of gravita-
tional potential satisfying Einstein's field equations is the principal aim of all in-
vestigations in gravitational physics and this has often been achieved by imposing 
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symmetries on the geometry compatible with the dynamics of the chosen distri-
bution of matter. The geometrical symmetries of the spacetime are expressible 
through the equation 
£^A - 2^A = 0 (1) 
where A represents a geometrical/physical quantity, i"^  denotes the Lie derivative 
of A with respect to a vector field { (this vector may be time-like, space-like or 
null) and il, is a scalar. 
One of the most simple and widely used example is the metric inheritance 
symmetry for which A = gij in (1). In this case, the vector field {" is called the 
conformal Killing vector which includes a homothetic vector and a Kilhng vector 
according as Q-a = 0 and $1 = 0, respectively. 
In a series of papers ([17], [18], [19], [30], [31], [32]) Katzin, Levine, Davis 
and collaborators have identified many symmetries for the gravitational field with 
their interrelationships and have obtained the corresponding weak conservation 
laws as the integrals of the geodesic Equation (description of these symmetries 
is given in Chapter I). Different types of matter distribution compatible with 
geometrical symmetries have been the subject of interest of several investigators 
for quite sometime and in this connection, Oliver and Davis [42], for the perfect 
fluid spacetimes, have studied the time-like symmetries with special reference 
to conformal motion and family of contracted Ricci colhneation. The perfect 
fluid spacetimes including electromagnetic field which admit symmetry mapping 
belonging to the family of contracted Ricci collineation, have been studied by 
Norris et al. [40]. The role of geometrical symmetries in the study of fluid 
spacetimes, with an emphasis on conformal collineation has been explored by 
Duggal [24] and Duggal and Sharma [26] (see also [6]). The geometrical symmetry 
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£^Rij = 2QRij, known as Ricci inheritance, has been studied by Ahsan [3] who 
obtained the necessary and sufficient conditions for perfect fluid spacetimes to 
admit such symmetries in terms of the kinematical quantities. 
Motivated by the roles of the symmetries and type D gravitational fields in 
general relativity, a study of symmetries of type D jjurc radiation fields has been 
made in this chapter by using Newman-Penrose formalism. In section 2, the NP 
version of Maxwell equations, Bianchi identities, Ricci identities and commutation 
relations for type D pure radiation fields are given. The geometrical symmetries, 
defined in terms of the Lie derivative, for a type D, pure radiation field have 
been translated into NP-formalism and the conditions for the existence of these 
symmetries have been obtained in section 3. Finally, the conclusion is made in 
section 4. 
2. NP-formalism and type D pure radiation fields 
Let M be a four dimensional Lorentzian manifold that admits a Lorentzian 
metric gij. Let Z" = {l°-, n"", m"',m'^} be the complex null tetrad (/i = 1,2,3,4), 
where /",n'^ are real null vectors and m°,m° are the complex null vectors. All 
the inner products between the tetrad vectors vanish except ["-Ua = 1 = -m°'fha. 
The metric tensor gij, in terms of these vectors, can be written as 
g^j = 2/(jnj) - 2m(,mj) (2) 
The definition of the spin-coefficients [21] allows us to write 
Vj7j = U-j = (7 + l)^:ik - fl^vi\ - rljm,, + (e + e)n,/j 
-2Rn-jmi - KUjrHi - (« + (i)m^li - (a + P)fhjli (3a) 
+anijVii + arnjfhi + pm.jfh^ + pfh.jrn,i 
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\/jni = ni.j = -{^+ ^)ljni-uljUi^-vljif\,i-{t + e)njn^ 
+7r??,jmj + Ttnjfhi + [n + ft)mjni + {n + P)rnjn,, (36) 
—Xra^m,i — XrfijTn^ — iirhj'm^ — prrijifii 
VjUii = vii-j = vljli - rljUi + (7 - ^)ljnii + Ttn-jli - nrijUi 
+{e - l)njmi - JlrrijU + prnjiri^ + [P ~ ajm^ifii (3c) 
+{Q. — P)mjmi — Xrujli + arhjUi 
Moreover, from the definition of the differential operators 
D = rV^, ^ = reV^, 5 = m!W,, 5 = rn'V^ (4) 
it is easy to write 
Vj = /jA + UiD - rn^d - m^S (5) 
In terms of the complex null tetrad Z°^, Maxwell scalars characterizing the 
null electromagnetic fields with l"- as the propagation vector ([21]) are 
$0 = $1 = 0, $ = $2 7^  0 (6) 
and the electromagnetic field tensor is 
Fy = $/[,m,] + ^^mJ] (7) 
where $ = 2Fijifi^n\ a square bracket denote the skew-symmetrization and a 
parenthesis denotes the symmetrization. The source-free Maxwell equations for 
the nuU electromagnetic fields ([39]) are 
K = a = 0 (8a) 
D^ = {p- 2e)$ (85) 
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5$ = (r - 2/3)$ {8c) 
From (8b), we have 
/?($$) = [(p + p ) - 2 ( e + e)]$$ {8d) 
The Weyl scalars characterizing a Petrov type D fields are given by 
^ 0 = ^ 1 = il/g = xlJ^ = 0, ^J = vI/2 7^ 0 (9) 
while from Goldberg-Sach theorem, we have 
K = a^u^X = 0 (10) 
The field satisfying Equations (6), (7). (9) and (10) is known as pure radiation 
type D field. 
For pure radiation field of type D, Bianchi identities [39] are given by 
D'H = 3p^ (llo) 
A * = -3/iV[' - /)$!> (116) 
Sqj = 3 r* (lie) 
5^^ = 37r* (lid) 
^($$) = ( f - 2 ^ - 2 a ) $ l > (lie) 
where the Ricci scalars for an electromagnetic field are 
^AB = X^A^B = ^A^B ( / l ,5 = 0 , l , 2 a n d x = l) 
The interaction of type D gravitational field with null electromagnetic field is 
given by Equation (lib). 
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Further, from the definition of the optical scalars (after suitable scaling 
e + e = 0), we have 
1 . 1 
-/;j = --{p + p) = 0 (expansion) (12a) 
^{^^^^''Y" = -\{P -P)^^ (twist) (126) 
\{li,^^)^''-\iJ^^]^^o (shear) (12c) 
From Equations (6), (9) and (10), the NP equations [18] (equivalent to Ricci 
identities) are 
Dp = p2 + (e + f)p (13a) 
Dr = (r + ^ ) p + ( e - e ) r (136) 
Da-5t = {p^-I-2e)a-(5e + {t + p)'n (13c) 
DI5~5t=^{p- e)P -{a- 7r)e {13d) 
D-'f - Ae = (r + 7r)a + (f + 7r)/9 - (e + e)-y - (7 + 7)*^  + TTT + * (13e) 
D/i - (^TT = pp + TTvf - (e + e)p - 7r(a - /?) + ^ (13p) 
ATT = - ( T T + f)p, + (7 - 7)7r (13/i) 
6p = p{a + [3) + {p-p)T (132) 
fe - /^3 = pp + a a + ^^ - 2ap + 7(p - p) + e(p - p) - * (13j) 
^/i = - ( p - p ) 7 r + p(a + ^) (13/c) 
Ap = - p 2 - (7 + 7')p - $ $ (130 
57 - A/5 = (r - a - ^)7 + pr - /?(7 - j - p.) (13m) 
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ST = {T + P-a)T (13n) 
Ap-h = -pfi + (^ - a - f)T + (7 + 7)p - ^ (13o) 
Aa — ^7 = (7 — fi)a + (/9 — -f)7 (ISp) 
while the commutation relations are 
{AD - DA) = (7 + j)D + (e + e)A - (r + Tt)8 - (f + 7r)5 (14a) 
(r^ D - Dd) = {a + /5-n)D-{p + e- e)S (146) 
{6A - A5) = (r - a - /3)A + (/i - 7 + 7)5 (14c) 
{~55 - 55) = {jl- p)D + {p- p)A - (a - p)5 - {P - a)5 (Ud) 
3. NP-formalism and symmetries 
Due to n()nlin(!ar nature; of Einstein field ecjuations it is very difficult to find a 
metric that describes our actual universe with perfect precision. The spacetime is 
modeled through various approximations that is suited to the physical situation 
with which one is working. For example, the exterior geometry of a star may be 
approximated (to some order of precision) as being spherically symmetric, even 
if the real situation may demand small deviation from this symmetry. A mani-
fold M may be thought of as possessing a symmetry if the geometry is invariant 
under a certain transformation that maps M onto itself, that is, for example, 
if the metric is same, in some sense, from one point to another point. In fact 
different tensor fields may posses different symmetries, and symmetries of the 
metric (tensor) are called isometrics. The geometrical symmetries admitted by 
the spacetime manifold are often defined by the vanishing of the Lie derivative 
of certain tensor with respect to a vector. These symmetry assumptions are also 
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called coUineations. In this section, we shall consider a number of geometrical 
symmetries and translate them into the language of spin-coefficient formulation 
given by Newmann and Penrose [39]. The conditions, in the form of theorems, 
under which PR type D fields admit such symmetries have been obtained. 
(i) Motion (M) 
Choosing ^°' = /" in Equation (70-1) and using Equations (3a) and (10), we 
have the following 
Theorem 1 A pure radiation type D field admits a motion along 1°- if and only 
if 7 + 7 = 0, r + d' + /9 = 0 and l" is non-diverging. 
Remark 1 It may be noted that 
(ii) Conformal Motion {£igij = hgij, h being a scalar), 
(Hi) Special Conformal Motion {£igij = hg,j, h-ij = 0), 
(iv) Nomothetic Motion {iiQij = hgij, h is constant) 
all degenerate to motion. 
The Ricci tensor for the source-free null electromagnetic field with 
propagation vector / is 
R.J = |$$M,, (15) 
where x is a constant. From Equations (7) and (5), we have 
F,/ = 0, F^ju' = fm5_+ fmft, F^Jm' = -f/^, F,,jfh' = - | / j ,^g. 
R,jl' = 0, R^jU' = f $$ / , , R^Jm' = 0, R^jfh' = 0 ^ ' 
Equations (16) show that l' is the common propagation vector for electromagnetic 
field and Ricci tensor. We have 
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(v) Ricci Collineation (RC) 
From the definition of Lie derivative for null vector /", we have 
£iRij = DR^j + Rik^.j + Rkjl;i (17) 
where D is given by Equation (4). Since for null electromagnetic field, we can 
choose scaling 6 = 0, therefore from Equations (3a), (8d), (10) and the properties 
of the tetrad {l'^,n'^,m'^,fh°-}, Equation (17) reduces to 
£iR,j^{p + p)R,, (18) 
Choosing {" — /" in Equation (87-1), from Equation (18), we have 
Theorem 2 Type D, PR fields admit RC along the vector field l'^ if and only if 
/° is non-diverging. 
It is known that ([50], [53]) the (complex) Weyl tensor can be decomposed 
into null tetrad components as 
+ WabW,d) + ^z{VabW,d + WahV^d) + "^V ,VabV,d 
(19) 
where 
Uab = riami, - marii,, 
Vab = mJb - mhL, (20) 
Wab = Lnb - hria + mamt - rnam,^ 
From the properties of the tetrad vectors. Equations (20) lead to 
UabV"' = 2, W^.W" = - 4 (21) 
Also, from Equation (9) and (19), for type D pure radiation fields, we have 
^-Cabcd = Re^iUabVc, + VabUa + WabW,,) (22) 
Moreover, from Equations (2) and (15), for PR fields, we have 
R = g'^'R,,, = 0 (23) 
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Thus, for PR fields the curvature tensor Rabcd is given by 
Rabcd = Cabcd + -^[gacRbd ~ QbcRad + QbdRac - QadRbc) = R-abcd + Rahcd (24) 
^ (F) (M) 
where 
Rabcd — Cabcd (25) 
denotes the free-gravitational part and 
Rabcd = 7:i9acRbd - 9bcRad + QbdRac - QadRbc) (26) 
(7W) ^ 
denotes the matter part of the gravitational field. 
Thus using Equations (22), (15) and (20), Equations (24) and (26) respec-
tively, are given by 
Rabcd = Cabcd = 2Re^>{UabV,d + V^bUa + WabW,d) (27) 
{F) 
and 
We now define 
Rabcd = -^mVabVcd + K b K d ) (28) 
(M) 4 
(vi) Free Curvature Collineation (FCC) 
A space time is said to admit FCC along a vector field {"• if 
£^.Rl, = 0 (29) 
{F) 
(vii) Matter Curvature Collineation (MCC) 
A spacetime is said to admit a MCC if th(!r(; (>xists a vector field ^''' such that 
£,.Rl, ^ 0 (30) 
(M) 
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From Equations (22) and (20), using the properties of tetrad vectors, we have 
RabcJ"' = 0 (31) 
(M) 
which shows that !"• is also the propagation vector for the matter part of gravita-
tional field. 
Since Rl^^ = g'^^Rabcd, taking the Lie derivative of Equation (26) by choosing 
^° = 1°- and using Theorems 1 and 2, we have the following 
Theorem 3 The PR type D fields adnfit a MCC along /" if and only if 
T + a + /3 = 0, 7 + 7 = 0 and l" is expansion-free. 
It is known that a spacetime admits an affine collineation (AC) if there exists 
a vector field [^" such that Equation (86-1) holds good 
We also define 
(vm) Matter Affine Collineation (MA C) 
A spacetime is said to adnfit a MAC if thcrc^ exists a V(!ctor field ^° such that 
^i^c = O + ^cmb r = 0 (32) 
(M) 
where i?°^j, is the matter part of the curvature tensor and is given by 
(M) 
Equation (26). 
From Equation (26) it is evident that for PR fields 
Kmr = 0 (33) 
(M) 
For PR type D fields the second order covariant derivative of l"", using Equations 
(3a) and (5), is found to be as 
I?,, = r[{A(7 + 7) + 2(7 + 7)2}/,/, + {r(a + P) + f{a + /5)}/,n, 
+ { - A ( a + ;3) - f(7_+ 7) - 27(a + ^)}?bm, + {D{-f_+ 7) 
-fyf - rTT - 7f(a + ^ )_ - 7r(a + /?)}ni/c + {-D{a + /3) + pTTJUhm,^ 
+{-S{j + 7) - (a + ^)(27 + 27 + /^ .) + ffl}m.tl, 
+{-p{o. + ^)}mhn, + {S{a + p) - (a + pf - {a + P){o - p)]m,t,m., 
+{5{a + P)- p{-f + 7) + 2p{a + /3) - pfl}mi,n\] 
+n''[{2Tf}lblc + {-pfjltw,^ + {-pfjmJc + {pp}m,hmc\ 
+m''[{-fp}lbnc + {f 2 + f{a + ^)}4?n,] 
+{Ap + Tf + f{a + /?) + 2p(7 - i)]kmc + {-Df + p^]nhlc 
+{Dp}nbmc + {Sf + 2T(y}mi,lc + {^p - pfjnibmc 
+{5f + p(7_+ 7) + 2f/3 + ppjmhlc + {-p'^jmbTic 
+{-p{a + P) - pfjmb'mc + {-Sp - p{a + P)]rnbrfic 
+ c. c. 
(34) 
Thus choosing S,"' — 1°' in Equation (32) and using Equations (33) and (34), we 
have 
Theorem 4 For PR type D fields to admit MAC, the necessary and sufficient 
conditions are 
r : = « + ,/? = 0, /7 = 0 
A(7 + 7) + 2(7 + 7)2 = 0 (35) 
^(7 + 7) = 5(7 + 7) = 0 
We also have 
(ix) Projective CoUieation (PC) 
A projective collieation with respect to / is defined by 
£rbc = StAc + KAb (36) 
where A is an arbitrary function and from Equations (2) and (5), we have 
A-c = A.,gl = AAlc + DAn, - 5An\ - 6Am^, (37) 
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From Equations (32), (33), (36) and (37), for PR type D fields, wc have 
11,^51 A,,+ 6';: A,, (38) 
The tensor Equations (38) are equivalent to 
r = a + ^ = 0, p = 0 (39a) 
^ ( 7 + 7) = ^(7 + 7) = 0 (3%) 
A(7 + 7) + 2(7 + 7)^ = 0 (39c) 
DA=^A = 6A=~6A = Q (39d) 
Equation (39d) shows that A is constant. Thus from Equations (39), we have 
Theorem 5 For PR type D fields projective collineation degenerates to matter 
affine colhneation. 
Remark 2 In a similar manner, we can show that for type D pure radiation 
fields, the fohowing colhneations degenerate to matter affine collineations. 
(x) Special Projective Collineation 
£iTl = S\A.,, + 6\A,,, A,,, = 0 (40) 
(xi) Conformal Collineation 
£iTl = 51B,, + 6lB,b - Qhcg^'B,, (41) 
where B is an arbitrary function. 
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(xii) Special Conformal Collineation 
£iTl = 5tB,, + 5^,B,, - g.cg^'B,,, B,,, = 0 (42) 
(xiii) Null Geodesic Collineation 
£iTl = g.^g'^'E,, (43) 
where E is an arbitrary function. 
(xiv) Special Null Geodesic Collineation 
£iTl = g,,,g'''E,,, E,,, = 0 (44) 
Equations (36), (40), (41), (42), (43) and (44) are obtained by choosing ^^ = l" 
in Equations (79-1), (80-1), (88-1),(89-1), (99-1) and (lOO-I), respectively. 
The double covariant derivative of A, using Equation (5) and Equations (B-1) 
to (B-12) is given by 
A;b:c = Abc = [{{l + l) - if^ + fi)}nhlc + {{p ~ p) - {^ + e)}nbnc 
+{-f + Tr + {Q.- P)}ni,vic]DA + [{(7 + ^)-{p + f'Wc 
Hip + p)-{^- + ^)}hnc +{-f + 7T-{a- fJ)}km,]AA 
+ [{(// + ft.) - (7 + l)}mblc + {(p - p) -f (e + e)}mhnc 
+{f - IT + [a - P)}mi,m,c + {T - it + {a - P)}rnhmc\8A 
+ c. c. 
(45) 
We conclude this section by considering the following symmetry 
(xv) Maxwell Collineation (MC) 
A spacetime is said to admit Maxwell collineation (MC) if there exists a vec-
tor field ^^ satisfying Equation (90-1). 
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Now choosing i^ " = l'^ in (90-1) and using Equations (3a), (7), (8a), (8b) and 
Equations (B-1) to (B-12) alongwith the scahng e = 0, we get 
£iF],=F,^j' + F,kl':j + Fk,l'^ = 0 (46) 
where Fij is the skewsymmetric electromagnetic field tensor. 
Theorem 6 Type D pure radiation fields satisfying the source-free Maxwell 
equations admit Maxwell collineation along the vector 1°-. 
4. Conclusion 
The geometrical symmetries admitted by pure radiation type D Hv.ld hav(; 
been studied. It is seen that for such fields conformal, special conformal and 
homothetic motions degenerate to motion. Few new symmetries, such as free 
curvature, matter curvature and matter affine collineations are defined and the 
conditions under which type D pure radiation ficilds admit such synnnctrios have; 
been obtained. Moreover, it is observed that projective collineation degenerate 
to matter affine, special projective, conformal, special conformal, null geodesic 
and special null geodesic collineations. The existence of Maxwell collineation for 
type D ])ure radiation fields has also been established in this chapt(!r. 
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CHAPTER III 
Symmetries of Type N Pure Radiation Fields 
1. Introduction 
Since it was initiated some forty years back, Petrov type A^  solutions of 
Einstein vacuum equations are among the most interesting but rather difficult 
and little explored of all empty spacetime metrics ([54], [28]). From the physi-
cal point of view, they represent spacetime filled up (^ .ntircly with gravitational 
radiation while mathematically they form a class of solutions of Einstein equa-
tions which should be possible to be determined explicitly. The behavior of the 
gravitational radiation from a bounded source is an important physical problem. 
Even reasonably far from the source, however, twisting type A^  solutions of the 
vacuum field equations are required for an exact description of that radiation. 
Such solutions would provide small laboratories in which to understand better 
the complete nature of singularities of type A^  solutions and could also be used 
to check numerical solutions that include gravitational radiation. 
Different types of symmetries of Petrov type A'' gravitational fields has been 
the subject of interest since last few decades (cf., [7]) but a complete analysis of 
coUineations is not found in the literature (as far as I know). 
In this chapter, we consider the free gravitational field to be the transverse 
gravitational wave zone which can be identified as Petrov type A^  fields and we 
focus our attention on the interaction of pure electromagnetic radiation field and 
pure gravitational radiation field. For the sake of brevity, we call such interacting 
radiation fields as pure radiation or PR, fic^lds. For such fi(>lds, using NP-formalism 
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a systematic and detailed study of different types of collineations has been made 
here. 
2. NP-formalism and type A^  pure radiation fields 
Consider a four dimensional Lorentzian manifold A4 which admits a Lorentzian 
metric g^j. Let Z^ 'J = {/", n'^ , m", m"} be the complex null tetrad (^ = 1,2,3,4) 
where /",n" are real null vectors and nf,fh"- are the complex null vectors. All 
the inner products between the tetrad vectors vanish except I'^Ua = 1 = -m°-fha. 
In NP-formalism the expressions for metric tensor Qij, covariant derivatives (by 
using the spin-coefhcients [21]) and electromagnetic field tensor are already given 
in Equations (2-II), (3-II) and (7-II), respectively. 
The Weyl scalar characterizing a pure (null) gravitational field with 
propagation 1° is 
^^ 4 = ^^7^0, ^^ = 0, ?;-0,1,2,3 (1) 
Since we are considering null electromagnetic field, P can be scaled, i.e., 
e = 0 and from Equation (1), the Goldberg-Sachs Theorem demands that the 
propagation vector l^ is geodetic and shear-free. 
Thus, we have 
K, = a = f = 0 (2) 
and the source-free Maxwell equations are 
D^ = pel) 
(3) 
5(/) = (r - 2/?)(i) 
For pure radiation type N fields, NP fi(;ld ceiuations, Bianchi id(;ntiti(;s, cou-
pled Bianchi identities and commutator relations (see Appendix) are given by 
Dp = p^ (3a) 
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DT = {T + f)p {3b) 
Da = p{a + n) (3c) 
Dp = pl3 {3d) 
0=(T + 7r)a + {f + n)p + TTT (3e) 
D\-6TI = p\ + Ti^ + {a- P)TI (3/) 
Dp — 571 = pp + TTTT - T\{a - f5) {3g) 
Dv- t\ii = {f + n)p + (r + 7f)A (3/z) 
AX-h = -{p + p)X + (3a + /i + TT - r)// - ^ {3i) 
6p = p{a + P) + {p-p)T {3j) 
Sa-SP = pp + aa + pp- 2a/3 {3k) 
5\-6p = ~{p - p)u + (/i - P)TI + p{a + ;5) + \{a - 3(5) {31) 
Si^ - Ap = p^ + XX - PIT + {T - 3P - a)u + $ $ (3m) 
A0 = -p,T - ftp - nX (3n) 
ST = Xp + {T + p - a) r (3o) 
Ap-ST = -{pp) + {p-a-f)T {3p) 
Aa = pu - {T + P)X - pa {3q) 
Di' = p'^i 
5* - 5($l>) = (T - 4/5)* + (2a - f + 2/3)$$ 
(4a) 
(46) 
(4c) 
{Ad) 
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{AD - DA)7] = [-(r + n)S - (f + 7r)6]r] (5a) 
{5D - D5)'ii = [(« + / ? - n)D - p5]ri (56) 
{5A - A())T] ^[-DD + {T-cy.-/3)A + X5 + /i^lq (5c) 
{66 - 66)7] = [{jj. - ^)D + (p - p)A - (Q - /3)5 - (,5 - a)5]7] (Sd) 
3. Collineations for pure radiation fields 
In this section, we shall translate different types of collineations in the lan-
guage of NP-formalism and obtain a number of results about such collineations. 
We have 
(i) Motion 
Since for null fields it is possible to choose; scaling li —)• ipU so that 
7 = 0 and e = 0. Thus taking (^* = f in (70-1) and using (3a-II), we get 
Theorem 1 Type A'' pure radiation fields admit motion if and only if 
T -\- a + (5 = {) and 1°^ is expansion-free. 
Remark 1 It may be noted that 
(ii) Conformal motion, 
(Hi) Special conformal motion, 
(iv) nomothetic motion 
all degenerate to motion. 
The Ricci tensor for the source-free null electromagnetic fields with propa-
gation vector /" is 
R., = \^^m, (6) 
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It is known that ([54], [61]) the Weyl tensor can be decomposed into null 
tetrad components as 
1 
r Cabcd — -^{^abcd + '''C*hcd) 
where 
= "^oUabUcd + "^liUabWa + WabU^d) 
+ MUabVcd + VabU,, + WabW,d) 
+ ^'3{VabWr,d + Wa,V,,) + <L>4VabVcd 
Uab = riarrih - niaUh, 
Vab = mJb - rUbla, 
Wab = Lnh - krta + niamb - maW.b 
(7) 
and 
[/,5K°' = 2, WabW^'^-i (9) 
so that the Weyl tensor characterizing transverse gravitational field of type A'' is 
given by 
Cabcd = 2B,e^VabVcd (10) 
From Equations (7-II), (6) and (10), we have 
2 •' 2 •^ ' '^ 2 ^^  ^ 2 
F,jl' = 0, F.JH' = -THj + -nij, F.j'nf = --Ij, F.^m' = --Ij 
Qjkil' = 0, Qjkin' = -2ReAifhjVki, 
C,,kirre = -2RemjV,,i, Q.kifh} = 0 
These equations show that V- is the common propagation vector for 
electromagnetic field, Ricci tensor and Weyl tensor. 
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(v) Ricci collineation 
The Lie derivative of Ricci tensor along the propagation /°, from the definition 
is given by 
£lRij = DRij + Rik!- ;.?" + R'kj^ -A (12) 
where D = l^Vi. From Equations (3a-II), (3) and the properties of tetrad 
{/",ri°,m",m"}, Equation (12) reduces to 
£iR,, = {p + p)R,, (13) 
Thus, we have 
Theorem 2 Type A'^  pure radiation fields admit Ricci collineation if and only if 
the propagation vector is expansion-free. 
(vi) Free and matter curvature collineations 
The Riemann curvature tensor Rabcd is defined as 
R-abcd — Cabcd + ^{OacRhd " HbcRad + QbdRac - QadRbc) 
R ^ (14) 
+ '7r{9adgbc ~ Qacdbd) 
6 
while from Equation (53-1) and Equation (6), for pure radiation fields, we have 
R^fR,.,=Q (15) 
Therefore, for type A^  PR fields, the curvature tensor is given by 
Rabcd — Cabed + ^{gacRbd- gbcRad +QbdRac- 9 adR-bc) 
- R 4- R ^^^^ 
(F) (M) 
where 
Rabcd — Cahcd ( ^ ' J 
{F) 
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denotes the free-gravitational part and 
Rahcd = TiidacRhd - gbcRad + QbdRac ~ QadRbc) (18) 
(M) ^ 
denotes the matter part of the gravitational field. 
Thus, for type A^  pure radiation fields, from Equations (10), (53-1) and (6), 
we have 
Rahcd = Cabcd = 2Re^VabVcd (19) 
and 
Rabcd = -.mVabVcd + VabVcd) (20) 
(M) 4 
Moreover, from Equation (9) and the properties of tetrad. Equations (19) 
and (20) lead to 
Rabcdr = Q a n d /?a6cd/" = 0 (21) 
(F) (M) 
which shows that 1°' is the propagation vector for the free and matter part of the 
Efravitational field. t j -
The Lie derivative of Cabcd) by the definition, is given by 
•^l^bcd ~^ C'^bcd-h^C hcdl^-h + C'^hcd^ ib + C^bkd^ :c + C^bch^^-d (22) 
Now from NP Bianchi identities, the definition of T., and the properties of 
PR fields, we have 
l''C%d;h = DC%, = D{2Re^V%V,,,} 
(23) 
= 2Re<i'pV%Vc cd 
C\j',h = 2i?e*[(Q + m ' - pkfh'jVa (23a) 
etc. With these equations. Equation (22) now reduces to 
•^iRbcd 
{F) 
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(24) 
Thus, we have 
Theorem 3 Type N pure radiation fields admit free curvature collination 
(i.e., £iRlcd = 0) along the propagation vector 1°- if and only iff + a + P — 0 and 
in 
p = 0. 
Since R^hcd = g^"'Rabcd, taking the Lie derivative of Equation (20) along /° 
and using Theorems 1 and 2, we have 
Theorem 4 Type A^  pvnx; radiation fi(;lds admit matter cui'vaturc! collination 
{i.e., £iRlcd = 0) along the propagation vector /" if and only ifr + a + /^  = 0 and 
(M) 
1°- is non-diverging. 
(vii) Curvature collineation 
Since R^bcd = 9'^"Rated, from Equations (19) and (20), Equation (17) can be 
expressed as 
R%,, = 2Re^{V\V,,) + ^mV%V,, + V,^V,,) (25) 
which on using the properties of tetrad vectors and Equation (9) leads to 
R%cJ' = 0 (26) 
which shows that l" is the propagation vector for the Riemann curvature tensor. 
Thus, from Equation (17), Theorems 3 and 4, we have 
Theorem 5 Type N pure radiation fields admit curvature colhnation (i.e., 
£^Rl^^ = 0) along l" if and only if r + a + ,5 = 0 and p = 0. 
(vm) Affi.ne collmeatiov. 
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The affine collineation (AC) is known to be defined as 
£inc. = C.I. + Kn,C = 0 (27) 
Choosing ^"^ = l^ ^  Equation (27) for pure radiation type A^  fields, from Equation 
(26) reduces to 
"^^r^ = ^^ 6 - 0 (28) 
For type A^  pure radiation ficilds. using E(]uations (3a-II)and (5-II), the; second 
order covariant derivative of /" is found to be as 
- { A ( a + ^ ) - 2 7 ( a + /3)}4m, 
-{fTi_ + 7r(o' + P)}'n4c + (PTT - D{a + 3)ni,-n\] 
-{fX + X{a + I5)]fhblc 
-{5(a + ^) + (a + /3)(/3 - a) + {a. + ,9)(Q + 3) + pAjm^m, 
-{/if - Jj{a + P)}mblc + p{a + 3)mbnc 
-{5{a + p) + {a + fJ){a-P) + (a + ^f + iip}7ni,rn,] 
+n°^[2Tflt,lc - pfk'ri\ + pfrn^fjl,. - p'^rnbriic] 
+m^[-{/\f + 2-ff)klc + {Ap + T^ + {a + P)f}lhm,, 
+ (a + p)flbfh,c - Dfniblc - {Sf + f ( Q + P) + f{p - a)}??;,;,/,, 
+{f_p + p{o. + iT}}mbrnc 
— {5f + f{a + P) + f{a — I3)}m,hlc + p{oL — p)mbnic, + fpmi/rfic] 
+fh"'[—pTlbnc + TflfjVic + pT^nb^c + Dpriijmc 
+{Sp + p{/3 - a) + p{P - a)}rni,m,, + pXrilblc 
+pjimblc - p^rfibTtc -1- {p(a + ^) + p(5 + p[a - ^)}m,bm,] 
+ c. c. 
(29) 
Thus, from Equations (28) and (29), we have 
Theorem 6 The necessary and sufficient conditions for type A^  pure radiation 
fields to admit affine collineation are that 
a; + /? = 0,p = 0,r = 0 (30) 
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(ix) Projective collineation 
It is known that a projective collineation (PC) along /" is defined as 
£ir\, = S\A.^, + 5\A,, (31) 
where A is an arbitrary function. Now 
A-c = Ai9l — [hA + T^iD - miS — mi5)Agl 
= {liA + riiD — fhiS — mi6)A{rnc + n^lc — rn^fhc — ffi^rric) (32) 
= AAlc + DAuc - SArfic - SAm^c 
which shows that A-c = 0 if and only if 
DA^AA = SA = 6A = 0 (33) 
That is A is constant. 
Moreover, from Equations (27) and (31), we have 
O + RcmbC = S\A., + S\A,, = 0 (34) 
Choosing ^^ — I"-, for type A^  pure radiation fields we have R'^.^iJ'^"' — 0 and 
Equation (33) yields 
/;;,, = S%A., + S\A,, - 0 (35) 
The tensor Equations (35) are equivalent to 
a + fj^O^ r = 0, p = 0 
(36) 
DA^AA = 6A = U^0 
Thus, we have 
Theorem 7 For type N pure radiation fields, projective collineation degenerate 
to affine collineation. 
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Remark 2 In a similar way we can show that for type A^  pure radiation fields, 
the following coUineations degenerate to afhne collineation. 
(x) Special projective collineation (SPC) 
£iVl = 8lA,,-V^lA,b, Afc, = 0 (37) 
where A is arbitrary function. 
(xi) Conformal collineation (Conf C) 
£iTl = 81B,, + S^B,, - ^ b , / ' 5 ; , (38) 
where B is arbitrary function. 
(xii) Special conformal collineation (S Conf C) 
£iri = ^IB,^ + i^^B,, - ,gfcc/'B;d, B;bc = 0 (39) 
(xiii) Null geodesic collineation (NC) 
£iVl = gu^g^'E,, (40) 
where E is arbitrary function. 
(xiv) Special null geodesic collineation (SNC) 
£,Tl = g,,g^'E,,, E.j,, (41) 
The double covariant derivative of A, using Equation (5-II) and Equations 
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(B-1) to (B-12) is given by 
Ab:c = Abc = [-{fi +fl)nhlr,+ {p-PhbUc + i-f+ Tr +{a-P)}nbmc]D A 
+[-(/ i + il)lblc + {p + p)lhnc + {-f + TT - (a - ^)]km^]^A 
+ [(/i + fi)mblc + {p- p)rnbnc + {f - TT + (a - ft)]mbmc 
+{r - TT + (a - ^)]rni,r)\]6A 
+ c. c. 
(42) 
Finally, we have 
(xv) Maxwell Collineation (MC) 
A s])ar.et,ime is said to admit Maxw(>.ll colliiicatiou if tlunc, exists a vector field 
(f" such that Equation (90-1) holds good. Choosing ^"- — r we have 
£iF„ = F,,.kl' + F,,e' + i^ fc,^ ;- = 0 (43) 
Using Equations (7-II), (3a-II) and Equations (B-1) - (B-12), Equation (43) 
leads the following 
Theorem 8 Type A'^  pure; radiation fields satisfying so\irce-free Maxwell (-,q\ia-
tions always admit Maxwell collineation along the propagation vector field /°. 
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CHAPTER IV ^^rr - - - -^- ' ^ 
Ricci Solitons and Symmetries of Spacetime in General 
Relativity 
1. Introduction 
While studying the Einstein field equations or constructing the gravitational 
potential satisfying the Einstein field equations, one imposes symmetries on the 
geometry compatible with the dynamics of the chosen distribution of matter and 
these symmetries are defined through vanishing of Lie derivative of certain tensor 
with respect to a vector field. This vector field may be timelike, spacelike or null. 
These symmetries are given in detail in Chapter I. In Chapter II and III, we have 
ol)tain(!d many fruitful results for different synun(!tri(:s in Petrov typ(; D and A'^  
pure radiation fields, respectively, by using Newmann-Penrose (NP) formalism. 
These symmetries are also called as collineations and so far more than twenty 
six different types of collineations have been studied and the literature on such 
colhneations is very large and still expanding with results of elegance (cf., [8]). In 
Chapter I, we have already mentioned approximately all symmetry assumptions 
that are required for subsequent investigation. 
Recently geometric flows have become important tools in Riemannian geom-
etry and general relativity. List [14] has studied a geometric flow whose fixed 
point correspond to static Ricci flat spacetime which is nothing but Ricci flow 
puUback by a certain difiiiomorphism. Tlie association of (^ ach Ricci flat space-
time gives notion of local Ricci soliton in one higher dimension. The importance 
of geometric flow in Riemannian geometry is due to Hamilton who has given the 
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flow equation and List generalized Hamilton's equation and extend it to space-
time for static metrics. He has given system of flow equations whose fixed points 
solve the Einstein free-scalar field system. This observation is useful for th(; cor-
respondence of solutions of system i.e., Ricci sohton and symmetry properties of 
spacetime, that how Riemannian space (or spacetime) with Ricci soliton deals 
different kind of symmetry properties. 
Motivated by the role of symmetries and Ricci soliton, in this chapter a 
comparative study of correspondence between the vector field associated with 
Ricci soliton and symmetries of spacetime is made with some examples in general 
relativity. Examples of Ricci soliton and specially Reisnerr-Nordstrom soliton are 
discussed in detail in section 2. The relationship between Einstein spaces, Petrov 
type D pure radiation fields, Petrov type N pure radiation fields and Ricci soliton 
has been discussed in section 3. Finally section 4 deals with the conclusion. 
2. Reisnerr-Nordstrom soliton 
Before deriving the expression for Reisnerr-Nordstrom soliton, we define 
Ricci Soliton 
A family gx = c/(A; x) of Riemann metrics on a n-dimensional {n > 3) smooth 
manifold M with parameter A ranging in a time interval J C R including zero is 
called a Ricci flow if the Hannlton E(}uations 
^ = -2Rico (1) 
of the Ricci flow (cf; [16], [15]) for go = g{0) and the Ricci tensor Rico of the o^ 
are satisfied. Corresponding to self similar solution of Equation (1) is the notion 
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of the Ricci soliton, defined as a metric go satisfying the equation 
-2i?ico = £^go + 2kgo (2) 
for vector field ^ on 14 and a constant k. The Ricci soHton is said to be steady 
(static) if /c = 0, shrinking if A; < 0 and expanding if A; > 0. The metric g^ is 
called a gradient Ricci soliton if ^ = Vcj) i.e., gradient of some function 0. 
For n-dimensional Riemannian manifold Equation (2) can be written in gen-
eral as 
^ii "" T^^idij = kg,J (3) 
Some of the examples of the spaces satisfying Equation (3) are as follows: 
(i) Natural extension of Einstein manifold 
(ii) Self similar (fixed point) solutions of the Ricci flow 
(iii) Positive Einstein manifolds such as round spheres 
(iv) Round cylinders 5'"^ -^  x R 
(v) Brayant soliton on M" 
It may be noted that (iii) and (iv) are examples of gradient shrinking Ricci solitons 
and (v) is non-compact gradient steady soliton. There are lots of otlier examples 
but our main interest will be those which are related to general relativity. 
For some; vector field { Hamilton has c^ xprc^ ssed Ricci flow Ecjuation (1) by 
pulling back along a A- dependent difieomorphism as 
^ = -2i?,, + £,g,, (4) 
where A is flow parameter and gij{X\x) is Riemannian metric. Apart from Ricci 
flow, List [14] has given equations 
^ = -2(/?., - fc^V.,:/V,/) (5) 
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| = A / (6) 
where A / represents Laplacian of function /(A;x), i.e., A / = Q^^'^if^jj- The 
system (5) - (6) is a better approximation than Ricci flow. The fixed points of 
this system solve the static vacuum Einstein equations for arbitrary constant k"^. 
Choosing k^ as \ / ^ , n>3 the spacetime metric ds"^ = ~e?fdt^ + e"^dl7^ wih 
n-2 
be static. These fixed points are nothing but flat metrics. 
The solutions of List flow system of equations obey the Einstein free scalar 
field system given as fohows ([13]) 
^ . - ^ n V , / V , / - ^ % „ = A ^ , : , (7) 
A / + £f / = 0 (8) 
where A is an scalar. If ^ vanishes, system (7) - (8) changes to 
R^, - k''^^f^.lf = % . (9) 
A / = 0 (10) 
Th(^  terminology Einstein friuvsi^ alar fi(;ld aris(!s because; for Lorent/ian siguatme 
gij, above system (9) - (10) describe Einstein gravity with cosmological constant, 
coupled to a free scalar field. But here we will use the terminology without regard 
to signature of gij. The static vacuum Einstein terminology arises because, if ^^ 
has Euclidean signature and when k = Q and the convensional choice fc„ = A / ^ 
is made, system (9) - (10) imply that the metric on E x A/f", n> 2, given by 
ds^ = Gi.Jx^'dx'' = -e^'dt^ + e'^^g.jdx'dx^ (11) 
d 
is Ricci flat and — is hypersurface orthogonal Killing vector field. 
ot 
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Lemma 1 [13] If (/, gij) solves the Einstein free scalar field system (9) - (10) 
the metric 
ds"^ = g^,4x^dx" = -e^^-^dt^ + g^jdx'dx^ (12) 
is a local Ricci soliton on E x M" solving (3). 
For Schwarzschild metric, Akbar and Woolger [13] have shown that Equation 
(9) can be applied on the metric Qij of the form 
ds^ = g^dx'dx' = dr^ + h\r)dnl (13) 
where h{r) is a function of r and dVll is an Einstein metric with scalar curvature 
R normalized to -1, 0 or 1. 
For the integrability conditions (10), one can take 
f (^) = ,, , ,•!—T for B = constant (14) 
^ ^ [/i(r)]"-i ^ ^ 
This idea can be extended to Kerr-Newman, Kerr or Reisnerr-Nordstrom space-
time also. But for the Lorentzian signature, we discuss Reisnerr-Nordstrom and 
Schwarzschild soliton in this chapter. 
For B = 0, there is a constant /-soliton ds'^ = —dt? + g^jdx'^dxP for Einstein 
metric gij (cf., [13]). Now for the case / ' (r) ^ 0, we wih establish an example of 
a soliton which is solution of Einstein-free scalar field system and the Reisnerr-
Nordstrom metric explains such soliton. The Reisnerr-Nordstrom metric is [54] 
ds' = - ( ' ! - i ^ ! f ^ V * ' + f-5 t - ^ d r ' + T'd9' +ThinHdct? (15) 
Choosing the functions 
1 /r^ - 2mr + e^  M—^ f = nH[ r2 (16) 
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h = Vr^ ~ 2mr + e^ (17) 
and for 4-dimensional spacetime (n = 3), we have 
kl = 2^ kn = \/2 (18) 
Using Equations (16) and (17), Equation (15) takes the form as 
ds' = -e'Ue + e-^'dn^ (19) 
where 
dQ2 = dr^ + h\r){dd^ + smHdcj)^) (20) 
Further using Lemma 1 and Equations (16) - (20), we get the corresponding 
soliton 
ds*^ = -e'^'fdt' + e-'-f'dn' 
or, 
The Reisnerr-Nordstrom sohton is 
^ 1 df + d.r' + h\r){dQ' + sin'9d(p') 
ds —^^  J dt:^ + dr^ + {r^ - 2vir - e^){de^ + sin^0d(j)^) (21) 
Note If we take e = 0 in Equation (21), we get Schwarzschild sohton as 
V2 
""^  '^'^'^] df + dr' + {r'-2mr){de'' + sin'Bd(f') (22) ^^2 _ _ M ^"''' \ j+2 , ^^2 , f^2 r,^^\fJ02 , „„-^2fljj.2 
,2 
3. Einstein spaces, Petrov type D and Petrov type A^  gravitational 
fields 
In this section, we shall discuss the role of Ricci solitons in the study of 
Einstein spaces, Petrov type D pure radiation fields and Petrov typ(; N pure 
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radiation fields. Now, we have 
(a) Einstein spaces 
From Equations (70-1) and (3), we have 
2Rij = £(_gij + 2kg^j 
= ii;] + Cj;j + 2kgij (23) 
Contracting this equation with g'^\ we get 
which can be expressed as 
div^ = V^C = {R- kn) (24) 
where R = g'^-'Ri^ is scalar curvature. From Equations (23) and (24), we get 
1 
[n Rg,,j - R,,j) = ~-£^g^J + n~\div^)g,j (25) 
Now for gij to be Einstein metric i.e., R4J = ij.gij where // can be chosen as n'^R, 
Equations (25) and (76-1) will give 
Lemma 2 [52] The vc^ ctor field ^ associated with Ricci soliton (M, g) is confor-
mally Kilhng if and only if (M, g) is an Einstein manifold of dimension (n > 3). 
It is known that ([59]) 
£i^k = Ig'^i^^^^^gki - yi£m + ^ a^) (26) 
If { is a conformally Kilhng vector field, then Equations (76-1) and (26) lead to 
£i^]k = S]o,, - ^'g,,o, + (5^a, (27) 
Thus we have 
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Lemma 3 If in (M, g) a vector field ^ is conformally Killing then it is also a 
conformal collineation vector field. 
From Lemmas 2 and 3, we have the following 
Theorem 1 A vector field ^ associated with a Ricci soliton (M, g) is conformal 
collineation vector field if and only if M is Einstein manifold. 
While the use of Equation (89-1) leads to 
Corrollary 1 If a.jk = 0, the vector field { associated with a Ricci soliton {M, g) 
is special conformal collineation v{;ct()r field if and only if M is an Einstein man-
ifold. 
The Weyl conformal tensor is given by 
C]ki = R]ki + 2^^kRii " ^i^'.ik + gjiRl - 9]kR\) 
{2i 
i^l9jk - Slg^i) ( n - l ) ( n - 2 ) 
We prefer 4-dimensional spacetime, so the component of Weyl conformal tensor 
are 
Ciki - R]ki + \{^lRji - ^\R^k + 9,iK - g,k^) + ^{5\g,k - ^lg,i) (29) 
where i?*;.; and R are Riemann curvature tensor and scalar curvature tensor, 
respectively. We know that ([59]) 
k^ki = v,i^,ri, - va^v], (30) 
Using Equation (27) in Equation (30), we get 
£^^^ = -25[, Vfcja, - 2{V^,a-)g,^i (31) 
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On contraction we get 
£^Rki = -in - 2)V,a, - gkiVma'""- (32) 
Contracting Equation (32) with '^^ ', we get 
£^R=-2a\iR-2{n-l)Vm.a" 
or, for 4-dimensional spacetime 
£^R = -2(j)R - 6Vm<y''"' (33) 
where (j) = diva. 
Now taking the Lie derivative of Equation (29) and using Equations (31) -
(33), we get 
£^q,i = 0 (34) 
Thus from Equation (83-1), we state 
Lemma 4 Every conformally Killing vector is also Weyl conformal collineation 
vector for the spacetime of general relativity. 
From Lemmas 2 and 4, we have 
Theorem 2 A vector field ^ associated with Ricci soliton (M, g) is Weyl confor-
mal collineation vector if and only if M is an Einstein space. 
(b) Petrov type D pure radiation fields 
The study of Petrov type D gravitational fields is an important activity in 
general relativity as most of the ])hysically significant nuitrics ar(! of Petrov typt^  
D. The most famiUar important members of this class are Schwarzschild exterior 
solution, Reisnerr-Nordstrom metric, Kerr and Godel solutions. In Chapter II, 
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we have studied the symmetries of Petrov type D pure radiation fields and have 
estabhshed a number of relations between different types of collineations. From 
this chapter, we have 
Lemma 5 [10] In a pure radiation type D field conformal motion, special con-
formal motion and homothetic motion all degenerate to motion. 
Thus by using Lemmas 2 and 5, we have the following 
Theorem 3 Type D pure radiation fields do admit motion along a vector field { 
associated to Ricci soliton (M, g) if and only if M is an Einstein space. 
For Killing vector field ^, Equation (3) changes to 
Rij = kgij (35) 
Taking Lie derivative with respect to vector field { 
£^Rij = k£^gij = 0 (36) 
Thus we have 
Theorem 4 Type D PR fields admit Ricci collineation along a vector field { 
associated to Ricci soliton {M, g) if and only if M is Einstein space. 
Remark 1 A number of similar results can be obtained easily as motion implies 
approximately all symmetry properties of a spacetime (cf., [31]). 
(c) Petrov type N pure radiation fields 
In previous chapter the study of Petrov type A'' pure radiation fields has been 
made in detail and we have 
Lemma 6 In a type N pure radiation field, conformal motion, special conformal 
motion and homothetic motion all degenerate to motion. 
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Lemmas 2 and 6 thus lead to 
Theorem 5 There do exist motion in type A^  pure radiation fields along a vector 
field (^  associated to Ricci soliton (M, g) if and only if M is an Einstein space. 
Further using theorem 5, Equation (3) easily gives the following 
Theorem 6 For Einstein manifold M, type A'^  pure radiation fields admit Ricci 
coUineation along a vector field ^ associated to Ricci soliton (M, g) and 
conversely. 
4. Conclusion 
In this chapter, Reisnerr-Nordstrom soliton has been derived and Schwarzschild 
soliton is given as a special case. For Einstein spaces different kind of symme-
try properties are established with the help of vector field associated with Ricci 
soliton. Further the idea is extended for Petrov types D and A^  pure radiation 
fields. 
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CHAPTER V 
Curvature Tensor and M/^-Collineation 
1. Introduction 
Pokhariyal and Mishra [49] have introduced a new curvature tensor and 
studied its properties. This (0,4) type tensor, denoted by W2, is defined as 
W^iX, Y, Z, T) - R{X, r , Z, T) + ^ [ g ( X , Z)Ric(F, T) - g(y, Z)Ric(X, T)\ 
(1) 
where 
R{X,Y,Z,T)=g{R{X,Y,Z),T) and R{X,Y,Z) = DXDYZ-DYDXZ-D^XX\Z 
{D being the Riemannian connection) is the Riemann curvature tensor, 
Ric(X,F) = g{R{X),Y) is the (0,2) type Ricci tensor and R. is the scalar 
curvature. For the sake of convenience, we shall denote this tensor by W. This 
curvature tensor, in local coordinates, can be expressed as 
^ahcd = Rated + :^;Zi[9acRhd — QhcRad] (Ic) 
and satisfies the following properties: 
Wabcd = -Wbacd, Wabcd ^ ~Wabdc, W^bcd 7^  H c^da6 (2) 
Wabcd + Wbcad + W,abd = 0 (3) 
which is index-free notation can be expressed as 
W{XJ,ZJ)^-W{Y,X,ZJ) 
W{XJ,Z,T)^-W{X,Y,T,Z) (4) 
W{XXZ^T)^W{Z,T,XJ) 
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W{X, F, Z, T) + W{Y, Z, X, T) + WiZ, X, F, T) = 0 (5) 
In the differential geometry of certain F-structures, this tensor (W2 or W) 
has extensively been studied by a number of workers. Thus for example, for 
a Sasakian manifold this tensor was studied by Pokhriyal [48]; while for a P-
Sasakian manifold, Matsumoto et al. [37] have studied this tensor. On the other 
hand, in terms of iy2-tensor, Shaikh et al. [51] have introduced the notion of 
weekly VK2-symmetric manifolds and studied their properties along with several 
non-trivial examples. The role of W2-tensor in the study of Kenmotsu manifolds 
has been investigated by Yildiz and De [60] while N(k)-quasi Einstein manifolds 
satisfying the conditions R{^,X).W2 = 0 have been considered by Taleshian and 
Hosseinzadeh [57]. Most recently, Venkatesha et al. [58] have studied Lorentzian 
para-Sasakian manifolds satisfying certain conditions on H^2-curvature tensor. 
Motivated by the all important role of W2-curvature tensor in the study of 
certain differential geometric structures, in this chapter we have made a detailed 
study of this tensor on the spacetime of general relativity. In section 2, algebraic 
properties of W-curvature tensor are given, while the spacetimes with vanish-
ing 14^-tensor have been considered in section 3. The existence of Killing and 
conformal Killing vector fields has been established for such spacetimes. Perfect 
fluid spacetimes satisfying Einstien field equations for I^-flat spaces have also 
been studied. Section 4 deals with a detailed study of divergence of W^-curvature 
tensor and perfect fluid spacetimes. 
A number of results concerning the vanishing of the divergence of VK-tensor 
have been proved and it is seen that a perfect fluid spacetime with vanishing 
divergence of Vl^-tensor is either an Einstein space or a 
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmological model. The relationships between the 
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divergences of W, projective, confornial, conharmonic and concircular curvature 
tensors have been obtained in section 5. Finally, yet another geometrical symme-
tries of the s})a(;c time is defined in terms of l-^-curvature tensor. This symmetry 
is designated as ly-coUineation and a number of results about this new symmetry 
have been obtained. 
2. VF-curvature tensor 
It is known that the Bianchi identity is given by 
Rabcd;e + Rabdex + Rabec;d = 0 (6) 
where a semi-colon denotes the covariant differentiation. This equation in index-
free notation can be expressed as 
{VuR){X., Y, Z, T) + {VzR){X, Y, T, U) + {VTR){X, Y, [/, Z ) = 0 (7) 
Let V4 be the 4-dimensional spacetime of general relativity, then Equation 
(1) takes the form 
W{X, Y, Z, T) - R{X, r , ZJ) + \ [g{X, Z)Ric{r, T) - .9(y, Z)Kic{X, T)] (8) 
From Equations (7) and (8), it is easy to see that H^-curvature tensor satisfies 
the equation 
(VxM/)(y,Z,T,[/) +(VyH/)(Z,X,T,(/) + {VzW){XXT,U) 
= i[5(y,r)(VxRic)(z,[/) -^(z,T)(VxRic)(y,t/) .,. 
+g{ZJ){VyKxc)[X,U)-g{X,T){VYKic){Z,U) '^^  
+g{X, r)(VzRic)(r, U) - g{Y., T){VzKic){X, U)] 
which, in local coordinates, can be expressed as 
^bcde;a + Wcade;b + Wabde;c /-, QN 
= ^[gbd{Rce;a ~ Raex) + 9cd{Rae;b - Rbe;a) + 9ad{Rbe;c ~ Rce\b)\ 
If the Ricci tensor /?a6 is of Codazzi type [23], then 
(V;,Ric)(y,Z) = (VyRic)(X,Z) = (V2Ric)(X,y) (11) 
or, in local coordinates 
(The geometrical and topological consequences of the existence of a non-trivial 
Codazzi tensor on a Riemannian manifold have been given in [23].The simplest 
Codazzi tensors are parallel one.) 
From Equation (12), Equation (10) leads to 
Wbcde:a + Wcade-b + Wabde;c = 0 (13) 
which we call as Bianchi-like identity for W-curvature tensor. 
Conversely, if 14^-cnrvature t(!nsor satisficss the Bianchi-like identity (13), then 
Equation (10) reduces to 
9bd{Rce;a — Rae;c) + OcdiRae-b ~ Rbe;a) + QadiR-befi ~ R-ce-h) = 0 
Contraction of the equation with g'"^ yields 
^dc;a ^'da\c 
which shows that the Ricci tensor is Codazzi. Thus we have 
Theorem 1 For a V4, the Ricci tensor is Codazzi if and only if VK-curvature 
tensor satisfies the Bianchi-like identity (13). 
3. Spacetimes with vanishing VF-curvature tensor 
Let I/4 be the spacetime of general relativity, then from Equation (la) we 
have 
^^abcd = Rabcd + 2 [OacR-bd ~ QbcRad] (14) 
Kd = R!lcd + ll^'^Rbd - QbcR'li] (15) 
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Contraction of Equation (15) over h and d leads to 
W,,= ^{R„,:-^Rg,,:) (16) 
so that 
/ W , , = 0 (17) 
Definition 1 A spacetime is said to be VF-flat if its VV'-curvature tensor vanishes. 
For a VF-flat spacetime, Equation (15) leads to 
RL = ~l&M-g,>cR'i) (18) 
which on contraction over h and d yields 
Rtc = j9bc (19) 
Equation (19) shows that a V7-flat spacetime is an Einstein space. Thus, w(; have 
Theorem 2 A I^-flat spacetime is an Einstein space and consequently a space 
of constant curvature. 
Remark 1 The spaces of constant curvature play a significant role in 
cosmology. The simplest cosmological model is obtained by assuming that the 
universe is isotropic and homogenous. This is known as cosmological principle. 
This principle, when translated into the language of Riemannian geometry, as-
serts that the three dimensional position space is a space of maximal symmetry 
[[9], [53]], that is space of constant curvature whose curvature depends upon 
time. The cosmological solutions of Einstein equations which contain a three 
dimensional space-like surface of a constant curvature are the Robertson-Walker 
metrics, while four dimensional space of constant curvature is the De Sitter model 
of the universe (c.f., [53]). 
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Let the Einstein field equations with a cosmological term be 
Rbc - -^Rgbc + Mbc = kTfec (20) 
where R^c is the Ricci tensor, R, the scalar curvature, A, the cosmological 
constant, k, the non-zero gravitational constant and T^^, the energy-momentum 
tensor. From Equation (19), Equation (20) leads to 
(A - j).g6c = mc (21) 
Since for M -^flat spacetime R is constant, taking the Lie derivative of both sides 
of Equation (21) we get 
{^-^)£ig,c = ^£{^,c (22) 
We thus have the following 
Theorem 3 For a W-flat spacetime satisfying Einstein field (equations with a 
cosmological term, there exists a Killing vector field ^ if and only if the Lie 
derivative of the energy momentum tensor vanishes with respect to {. 
It is known that (see Chapter I) a vector field .^  satisfying the equation 
£j^6c = 2i2^6c (23) 
is called a conformal Killing vector fi(;ld, where Vl is a scalar. A spacetime satis-
fying Equation (23) is said to admit a conformal motion. 
From Equation (22) and (23) we have 
2^^ - j)g,, = k£{r,, (24) 
which on using (21) leads to 
£{r,, = 2im,c (25) 
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The energy-momentum tensor Ti,c satisfying Equation (25) is said to posses the 
symmetry inheritance property (of; [8]). Thus, we can state the following 
Theorem 4 A W-liat spacetime satisfying the Einstein field equations with a 
cosmological term admits a conformal Killing vector field if and only if the 
energy-momentum tensor has the symmetry inheritance property. 
Consider now a perfect fluid spacetime with vanishing VK-curvature tensor. 
The energy-momentum tensor The for a perfect fluid is given by 
Tbc = (/^  + p)ubUc + pgbc (26) 
where fj. is the energy density, p the isotropic pressure, Ua the velocity of fluid 
such that UaU" = - 1 and gicv!' — Uc-
From Equations (21) and (26) we have 
(A - - - kp)gbc = k(p, + p)ubUc (27) 
which on multiplication with ^^ "^  yields 
R = k{fi- 3p) + 4A (28) 
Also, the contraction of Equation (27) with vl'u'' leads to 
R = 4(k// + A) (29) 
A comparison of Equations (28) and (29) now yields 
M + P = 0 (30) 
which means that either /i = 0, p = 0 ((!nij)ty spacetime) or the perfect fluid 
spacetime satisfies the vacuum-like equation of state [29]. We thus have the 
following 
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Theorem 5 For a VK-flat perfect fluid spacetime satisfying Einstein field 
equations with a cosmological term, the matter contents of the spacetime obey 
the vacuum-Hke equation of state. 
The Einstein field equations in the presence of matter are given by 
Rab - -TyRdab = kTaft (31) 
which on multiphcation with g'^^ leads to 
R = -YT (32) 
Equation (31) may be expressed as 
Rab = HTab - -Tgab) (33) 
so that in the absence of matter, the field equations are 
Rab = 0 (34) 
Equations (34) are the field equations for empty spacetime. 
It is known that [9] the energy-momentum tensor for the electromagnetic 
field is given by 
Tab = -Fa,F^ + -^g,,F,,F^'^ (35) 
where Fac represents the skew-symmetric electromagnetic field tensor satisfying 
Maxwell's equations. From Equation (35) it is evident that T^ = T = 0 and the 
Eienstein equations for a purely electromagnetic distribution take the form 
Rab = kTab (36) 
Moreover, from Equation (31) we have 
Rab;c - Rac.b = ^{Tab:,c " Tac-b) + -^{QabR^c ~ QacR^b) (37) 
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If Tab is of Codazzi type, then Equation (37) becomes 
1 
Rake ~ RacM = -^{gahR^c " 9acR,b) (38) 
which on multipUcation with 5"'', after simphfication, leads to 
^i = 0 (39) 
Thus we have 
Theorem 6 For a V4 satisfying Eienstein field equations, the Ricci tensor is 
conserved if the energy-momentum tensor is Codazzi. 
4. Divergence of ly-curvature tensor and perfect fiuid spacetimes 
The Bianchi identities are given by 
^L;e + RL;. + <ec;. = 0 (40) 
Contracting Equation (40) over h and e, using the symmetry pro])erties of 
Riemann curvature tensor, we get 
Rbcd;h = RbC;d - Rbd-c (41) 
It is knovm that Riemannian manifolds for which the divergence of the 
curvature tensor vanish identically are known as manifolds with harmonic curva-
ture. The curvature of such manifolds occur as a special case of Yang-Mills fields. 
These manifolds also form a natural generalization of Einstein spaces and of con-
formally flat manifolds with constant scalar curvature. From Equation (41), we 
thus have 
Theorem 7 If the Ricci tensor is Codazzi type then the manifold V^ is of 
harmonic curvature and conversely. 
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Remark 2 The Ricci tensor Ric(X, Y) is said to be parallel if 
VzRic(X, Y) - VrRic(X, Z)=0 
which means that the simplest Codazzi tensors are parallel ones. 
Now from Equation (15), we have 
Kd;e = R U + I i^cRM:e " 9l,cR'd-J (42) 
SO that the divergence of VF-curvature tensor is given by 
K±k = RLM + I (RMC - 9bcR4) (43) 
which leads to the following 
Theorem 8 For a spacetime of constant curvature possessing harmonic curvature 
with divergence-free W^-tensor, the Ricci tensor is covariantly constant. 
While from Equations (41) and (43) we have 
^^^d:h = Rbc;d - Rbd:c + :^{Rbd;c - gtcAd) (44) 
Thus we can state the following 
Theorem 9 If for a V4 the divergence of W-^ -tensor vanishes and the Ricci tensor 
is covariantly constant then the spacetime is of constant curvature. 
Now using Equation (33) in Equation (44) we get 
M/£,^, = k{n,.j - ^rM;e) + ^ {guTc - IgbcTd) (45) 
so that for a purely electromagnetic distribution, we have 
WU - HTbc;d - ^fu;c) (46) 
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which leads to 
Theorem 10 For a spacetime satisfying the Einstein equations for a purely 
electromagnetic distribution, the ly-curvature tensor is conserved if the energy-
momentum tensor is covariantly constant and conversely. 
Consider now the energy-momentum tensor for a perfect fluid [cf., Equation 
(26)] 
Tab = {l^+ P)UaUb + PQab (47) 
which leads to 
T^-li + 3p (48) 
If Tab is Codazzi and VF'^ cd;/! — 0 ^^^^ ^om Equations (47) and (48), Equation 
(45) leads to (k = 1) 
-[{fl + p)-cUbUd + (A* + p)Ub-cUd + (/^  + P)UbUd-c + P-cQhd] 
(49) 
+^gbd{-i^ + 3p);c - i^6c(-/i + 3p);d = 0 
Since Ua^bu"' = 0, contracting Equation (49) with g^'^ we get 
(// - 3p);e = 0 (50) 
that is 
{fi — 3p) = constant (51) 
Thus, we have 
Theorem 11 If for a perfect fluid spacetime, the divergence of 14^-curvature 
tensor vanishes and the energy-momentum tensor is of Codazzi type, then (^-3p) 
is constant. 
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/ ^ / l> / 
:.-^%^^ 
It is known that [27] for a radiative perfect fluid ""sjffc'gfime (/i — 3p) the 
resulting universe is isotropic and homogenous. Thus by choosing the constant 
in Equation (51) as zero, we have the foHowing 
Corollary 1 If the energy-momentum tensor for a divergence-free VK-fluid 
spacetime is of Codazzi type then the resulting spacetime is radiative and 
consequently isotropic and homogenous. 
Now consider the spacetime for which the divergence of VF-curvature tensor 
vanishes, then from Equation (45), we have (k = 1) 
5 2 1 
Tbc;d - ^gbcT^ = -TM:C " 7,9bdT,c (52) 
0 6 6 
which on using Equation (47) and (48) leads to 
5 
{l^i + p):dUbUc + (A/' + P)Ub:dUc + (/i + p)UbUc:d + P-dQbc ' ^gbc{-^ + M:d 
2 1 
= ^[if^ + P)xUbUd + ifi + p)Ub;cUd + ifJ-+ p)UbUd;c + P-cgbd] " O 5 M ( - / ^ + ^P);c 
Contracting this equation with u'^ , we get 
(/i + p)UbUc + (/i + p)UbUc + (/i + p)UbUc 
5 - 2 2 
+P9bc- ^{-fJ' + M9bc + -{l^ + p):cUb + -{fi + p)ub-c (53) 
2 1 
-T^PfiUb + o (-/" + 3p);c'"6 = 0 
where an over head dot denotes the covariant derivative along the fluid flow vector 
Ua (that is, (/^ . + p) ^ (/i. + p):cU'-, Ub = Ub-c.y', P = p^dW^, Ua-bW ^ 0, etc). 
Also, the conservation of energy-momentum tensor {T^'^ — 0) leads to 
{fi + p)ua = -P;a + pua (force equatiou) (54) 
/i = -{fi + p)u'^a - ~il^ + P)^ (energy equation) (55) 
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Moreover, the covariant derivative of the velocity vector can be sphtted into 
kinematical quantities as 
"^a-.b = i:0{gab + UaUb) - UaV'b + Oab + ^ab (56) 
where 6 — u'^^, is the expansion scalar, Ug = Ua-.^u^, the acceleration vector Oab = 
hfjifui^c-d) " l^/iab) the symmetric shear tensor [hab = Qab — '^a'^^b) and Uab = 
hlhfu^cid] is the skew symmetric vorticity or rotation tensor. 
Using force Equation (54) in Equation (53), we get 
2 5 - 1 
(fi. - p)ubUc - P:bUc+pgbc + ::{l^+p)ub:c - ~(- / i + 3p)gbc + -fJ-.cUb = 0 (57) 
6 6 6 
Contracting this equation with u*, we get 
1 • 1 
- (Ai-3p)uc-- / i ;c = 0 (58) 
Thus we have the following 
Theorem 12 For a perfect fluid spacetime with divergence-free 14^-curvature 
tensor, the pressure and density of the fluid are constant. 
Now contracting the Equation (57) with if-, we get 
3 • 2 
-{fi - Sp)Ub + -{fi + p)iMb + P:b = 0 (59) 
which on using force Equation (54) leads to 
3 . 31 , 1 
7;fJ'Ub - -^P:dU Ub + -P;b = 0 
2 0 3 
From energy Equation (55), this equation yields 
- [(// + p)e]ub + jp-4u\ - -p,b = 0 (60) 
We thus have the following 
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Theorem 13 For a perfect fluid spacetime having conserved VF-curvature 
tensor, either pressure and density of the fluid are constant over the space-hke 
hype-rsurface orthogonal to the fluid four velocity or the fluid is cxpausion-frcH;. 
Consider now a perfect fluid spacetime for which VF/cd/i ~ 0' ^^ ^^ ^ torn 
Equations (53) and (54), we have 
5 {fj, + Sp)ubUc + pgtc - PfiUc - ;T(-/^ + ^P)gbc 
D 
1 - 2 1 
+-(2//, - 3p).^Ub + -{fj. + p)uh-c + :^(-M + 3p);cW6 = 0 
(61) 
which on contraction with u^ leads to 
ifi + 3p)u, + ^(-M + 3pjue + ^(2^1 - 3pj.^ + g l - ^ + 3p);c = 0 (62) 
This equation is satisfied only when 
{2fj^ - 3p);e = -3(/y, + 3p)u, (63) 
and 
(-M + 3p).x = -^(-Ai + 3 p K (64) 
Using force Equation (54) in Equation (53), we get 
1 2 
(/i + p ) u e = - - / i u c - - ( i u + 3p);c (65) 
Also, from force Equation (54) and Equation (64), we have 
Id.c = -3(// + p)uc - 2 (-V - 21p)wc (66) 
From Equations (61) and (63) we have 
5 
P9bc-P:bUc- ^{-IJ + 3p)gbc 6 
+:;{l^+Phh;c + x(-Ai + 3p);cti6 = 0 
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(67) 
which on multiphcation with g''^ leads to 
p = ^ ( - / x + 3 p j - ^ ( / . + p ) ^ - ^ ( ~ / i + 3p);X (68) 
Using energy Equation (55) this equation yields 
P = ~fi+^{-f^ + 3p)-X (69) 
Also, from the Equations (54) and (67), we have 
(/u + p)ubUc + p{gbc + UbUc) + -(/i + p)ub-, 
5 • 1 
~ c ("/^ + ^P)9bc + o ( - ^ ' + ^P);cUb = 0 
D 0 
(70) 
which on using Equations (64) and (68) yields 
{fi + p)[3ubUc - -6{gbc + UbUc) + Ub-c] = 0 (71) 
This equation suggests that either 
p + p^O (72) 
or 
Ub;c + 'iubUc - ::0{gbc + UhU^) = 0 (73) 
From Equation (72) either /i — 0, p = 0 (neither matter nor radiation) or 
'h 
bcd;h the perfect fluid spacetime with Wj^^^./^ = 0 satisfies the vacuum-like ecjuation of 
state 
Moreover, from Equations (55), (64) and (68) we have 
- / i + 3p = constant (74) 
while from Equations (56) and (73) we have 
2uhUc + Obc + a;6c = 0 (75) 
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which is satisfied only when iib = 0, a^ c = 0, w^ c = 0 
Therefore, if /i + p 7^  0 then the above discussions show that the fluid is 
shear-free, rotation-free, acceleration-free and the energy density and pressure 
are constants over the space-like hypersurface orthogonal to the fluid four ve-
locity. It may be noted that vanishing of acceleration, shear and rotation and 
the constantness of energy density and pressure over the space-like hypersurface 
orthogonal to the fluid flow vector are the conditions for a spacetime to represent 
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmological model provided that iJ. + p ^ 0. 
Hence, summing up these discussions, we can state the following 
Theorem 14 A perfect fluid spacetime with conserved H'^-curvature tensor is 
either an Einstein spacetime {fi + p) = 0 or a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker 
cosmological model satisfying /i - 3p = constant. 
5. Divergence of H^-curvature tensor and other curvature tensors 
In this section, we shall express VK-curvature tensor in terms of projective, 
conformal, conharmonic and concircular curvature tensor and obtain the rela-
tionships between the divergence of M^-tensor and these curvature tensors. 
(i) Projective curvature tensor 
For a Riemannian space I/4, the projective curvature tensor P^^^ is deflned as 
PL = Rli-liRbJ!;:-RuiS^) (76) 
It may be noted that the contraction of P/j,^  over h and d vanishes. Also 
Pabcd = Rabcd ~ l^iOadRbc - OacRbd) (77) 
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From Equation (76), the covariant derivative of projective curvature tensor 
is given by 
Pbcd;e = ^bcdx - ^{RhcJd " Rhd;eK) (78) 
SO that the divergence of projective curvature tensor can be expressed as 
1 
3 Pbcd-,h = Rhcd-h - -:;{Rbc;d - Rbd-c) (79) 
which on using Equation (41) leads to 
2 
Pbcd;h = ^(Rbad - Rbd-c) (80) 
Remark 3 From Equation (80) it is evident that 
(a) The divergence of projective curvature tensor vanishes if and only if the Ricci 
tensor is of Codazzi type. 
(b) The divergence of projective curvature tensor vanishes for Einstein spaces. 
From Equations (43) and (79), the divergence of VK-tensor in terms of the 
divergence of projective curvature tensor can be expressed as 
WU = Pbcd;h + l{Rbc;d-9bcR4) (81) 
We thus have the following 
Theorem 15 For a V4 of constant curvature, 
TJ//1 _ ph 
(ii) Conformal curvature tensor 
The conformal curvature tensor Cabcd (also known as Weyl conformal curva-
ture tensor), for a 1/4 is defined through the equation 
Rabcd — Cabcd + -{OacRbd + QbdRac " QadRbc ~ QbcRad) 
(82) 
+ -Zr{9adgbc - gacObd) 
D 
so that 
RL = CL +1 i^cRbd + guR^ - S'.Rbc - 9bcR',) +1 (S'.gtc - g^gtd) (83) 
Taking the covariant derivative of Equation (83) so that the divergence of 
conformal curvature tensor can be expressed as 
1 2 
Rbcd-h = ^bcd-h + 2^Rbdic - Rbc-4 + •^{gbdR.c - gbcR,d (84) 
From Equations (43) and (84), the divergence of W-tensor and conformal 
curvature tensor are related through the equation 
^bcdJi - ^bcd-.h + c-^6ci;c - 7;RbC:d 5 2 
(85) 
2 
'^7.gbdR,c - gbcR,d 
and we have 
Theorem 16 For a V4 of constant curvature, the divergences of H^-tensor and 
Weyl conformal tensor are identical. 
(iii) Conharmonic curvature tensor 
For a V4, the conharmonic curvature tensor L^ ^^  is defined as 
LL = Rid - \igbcR'^ + ^dRbc - S%a - 9bdR^,) (86) 
so that the divergence of L'^^^ is given by 
^cd-h = RbcdM - 2^9bcRd;h + ^dRbah " ^c Rbd;h - gbdRc;h) (87) 
Now from Equations (43) and (87), we have 
< c d ; h = ^ld,h + li9bcR4 - Rbd:c) + ^{Rbc-A ' 9bdR,c) 
Thus we have the following 
Theorem 17 For a VA of constant curvature 
U/h _ jh 
^^bcd;h — ^bcd-.h 
(iv) Concircular curvature tensor 
The concircular curvature tensor Mated, for a V4 is defined as 
D 
Mabcd = Rabcd - -r^igbcQad - QbdOac) (89) 
Also 
ML-Rld-Y2^9br5',-gbd5',) (90) 
so that the divergence of concircular curvature tensor is 
1 
ML,H = R'icd - Y2 ^ 3»^^''^ ~ ^^'^^-'•^ (91) 
Using Equations (43) and (91), we get 
<cd;/. = K±k - \RU,C - \{gbAd + \gbdB,.) (92) 
We thus have the following 
Theorem 18 For a 1^4 of constant curvature, the divergence of W-iensox and 
concircular curvature tensor are identical. 
Remark 4 Since a space of constant curvature is an Einstein space, therefore 
from the above discussions (cf., Theorems 15 - 18) it is evident that for Einstein 
spaces, the divergence of W-curvature tensor is identical to the divergence of 
projective, conformal, conharmonic and concircular curvature tensors although 
all the five curvature tensors have different properties. 
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6. ly-collineation 
In this section, shall define a new symmetry for the spacetime of general 
relativity and we have 
Definition 2 A spacetime is said to admit ly-collineation if 
A1^6cd = 0 (93) 
where W/^^^ is VK-curvature tensor, given by Equation (15). We also have 
Lemma 1 [31] Every motion in V^ imply curvature collineation (CC), Weyl 
projective collineation (WPC) and Weyl conformal collineation (W conf C). 
Using Einstein convention, equation (15), after taking Lie derivative with 
respect to a vector field 4" takes the form 
p U/h _ (cmiDh _ jDm ch i D/I tm i n/i cm 
-^^^^bcd ~ K ^bcd;m ^Hcd^;m ^ ^mcd^\h '^ ^bmd^:c 
+RlmQ) + ^[^c ( r i ? W ; . „ , + RbmQ + Rmdi^;) ( 93a ) 
-[ib;c + i c M - 9bc{CR'd;m " ^ 1 + R'm^] 
In terms of Weyl projective curvature tensor P/^^, the Riemann tensor is 
RL = PL + l{RbcS!i-RU:) (94) 
Using equations (15) and (94), the expression for W-curvature tensor come out 
to be 
Kd = PL + l{Rbc&',-9bcR'i) (95) 
Similarly for Weyl conformal tensor, we can write 
5 R 
+ 7i^cRbd - ObcRd) + -^{gadQbc - gacQbd) 
b ' b 
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(96) 
where Cj^^^ is Weyl conformal curvature tensor and R = g'^'^Rab is scalar curvature. 
Thus it is clear from Equations (95) and (96) that motion and RC equate the 
Lie derivative of VK-curvature tensor with that of Weyl projective and conformal 
curvature tensor. By using Lemma 1, Equation (93) or (95) or (96) gives the 
following same result 
Theorem 19 A spacetime admits M-^-cohineation if it admits motion and Ricci 
collineation. 
Corollary 2 An empty spacetime {Ri,j — 0) admits ly-coUineation if it admits 
motion. 
For non-null electromagnetic field, the energy momentum tensor Tab is ex-
pressed as 
Tab = Fa^F^ - \9abF^,F^^ (97) 
and Einstein equation 
Rrj - kT,, (98) 
Using equations (97) and (98) in equation (96), we get 
n\d = Ct, + {\ + ^ Mgbc - ^'.gbd)F.,F^' 
(99) 
Lemma 2 [38] In a non-null electromagnetic fi<>ld, th(; Lie differ(-ntiation of 
electromagnetic field tensor Fab with respect to a vector field {, vanishes if ^ is 
Killing vector. 
The use of Lemmas 1 and 2 in equation (99), leads the following 
Theorem 20 If a non-null electromagnetic field admits motion then it does 
admit VF-collineation. 
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Remark 5 Similar result can also be obtained by using equations (95), (97) and 
(98) and Lemmas 1 and 2. 
The energy-momentum tensor for a null electromagnetic is given by 
Tab - FanP;'' (100) 
where Fij = s(tj — Usj and SiS^ = Sjf = 0, Uf = 1, vectors s and t are the 
propagation and polarization vectors, respectively. 
Now use of equations (98) and (100) in equation (96) will give 
(101) 
Further, we have 
Lemma 3 [1] A null electromagnetic field admits Maxwell collineation along 
the propagation (polarization) vector if the propagation (polarization) vector is 
KiUing and expansion-free. 
From Equation (101) and Lemmas 1 and 3, the Lie derivative of VK-curvature 
tensor with respect to propagation (polarization) vector, vanishes. Thus we can 
state 
Theorem 21 A null electromagnetic field admits W-coUineation along a prop-
agation (polarization) vector if propagation (polarization) vector is Killing and 
expansion-free. 
Remark 6 A number of similar results can be obtained for I¥-collineation as 
ly-curvature tensor can be expressed in terms of other curvature tensors like 
concircular curvature tensor and conharmonic curvature tensor, (cf., [11]) 
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APPENDIX 
(I) N P Field Equations 
Dp-IK = {p^ + aa) + (e + t)p - RT - K{3a + ;5 - TT) + $00 
Da ~ 5K = (7(3e — e + p + p) + K{f - r — 3/3 — a) + ^0 
D T - AK. = (T + t )p + (f + 7r)a + (e - e)r - (87 + 7)^ + * ! + $01 
Da-5e = (p + e - 2f )a + /3(J - /?f - K,A - K7 + (c + P)TI + $10 
D(3-6e = (a + 7r)o- + ( p - e ) , 5 - ( / / + 7 ) K - ( a - 7 f e + * i 
Z}7 - Ae = (r + 7f)a + (f + 7r)/3 - (e + e)7 - (7 + 7)e + TTT - Z/K 
+ ^2 - A + $11 
DA - T^T = (pA + ap) + TT^  + (a - P)TT - UK- (3e - e)A + $20 
Dp-Sn = [pp + crA) + TTTf - (e + e)p - 7r(a - /?) - z^ /c + *2 + 2A 
Du- An = (TT + r)p + (TT + r)A + (7 - 7)?^  - (3e + e)t^  + *3 + *2] 
AA-^i^ = - (p + p ) A - ( 3 7 - 7 ) A + (3« + /? + 7r-f)z/-VI/4 
5p - 5a = p{a + /?) - a(3a' - ^) + (p - P)T - (p - p)/{ - *i + $01 
Sa -§P = (pp - ACT) + aa + PP ~ 2aP + 7(p - p) + e{p - p) 
- ^^ 2 + A + *ii 
5X-5p = -{p-p)u + {p-p)n + p{a + p) + X{a-30)--^3 + ihi 
8P- Ap = (p2 + AA) + (7 + 7)p - !>w + (r - 3/3 - a)u + $22 
^7 - A/3 = (r - a - /3)7 + pr - cri^  - ei/ - /3(7 - 7 - p) + aA + <l>i2 
6T - ACT = (prr + Ap) + (T + /3 - a)T - (87 - 7)a - KU + 4>o2 
A p - ^ r = - (p/i + (TA) + { / 3 - a - f ) r + {7 + 7 ) p + j / K - * 2 - A 
Aa - ^7 = (p + e)f/ - (r + ^)A + (7 - P)Q + (/3 - f )7 - ^3 
(II) N P Commutator Relations 
[AD-DA]r] = [(7 + 7)D + (e + e ) A - ( f + 7r)(5-(r + 7f)% (A-19) 
[SD-D6]ri = [{a + P-7t)D + KA-a6-ip + e-€)6]r] (A-20) 
[6A - AS]r] = [-i^D + {T - n ~ I3)A + \S + {li ^ ^ + ^)S]r] (A-21) 
[S5-56]ri = [{il-iJ,)D + {p~p)A-{a-p)5-{P~a)5]r, (A-22) 
(III) N P Bianchi Identities (full) 
5^0 - D-^i + -D$oi - 55>oo = (4a - 7r)^o - 2(2p + e)^i + 3/t*2 
+(7f - 2« - 2/?)$oo + 2(e + /?)<I)oi 
+2(j<l>io - 2«-.$n - 5^^ 02 (A-^ 
A*o - <^ ~*i + -D$o2 - (^"^1^01 = (47 - M)*O - 2(2r + /?)»I'i + 3CT*2 
+ ( 2 e - 2 e + p)$o2 + 2 ( ^ - / 3 ) $ o i 
+2o-$ii - 2K,$I2 - A$oo (A-2 
^^3 - Z)*4 + ^$21 - ^$20 = (4e - p)*4 - 2(27r + «)*3 + 3A^2 
+(27 - 27 + //,)$2o + 2(f - «)(I)2i 
+2A$ii - 2!/$io - a$22 (A-/ 
A*3 - (5*4 + ^$22 - A$2i = (4/3 - r)^I'4 - 2(2/y. + 7)^3 + 3i^*2 
+ ( f - 2 ^ - 2 a ) $ 2 2 + 2(7 + /^ .)^ >2i 
+2A$i2 - 2iy<i>n ~ P$2o (A-2 
D*2 - ^ I^*! + A$oo - (^ $01 + —Di? = -A^o + 2(ff - a ) * i + 3p*2 - 2K,*3 
+(27 + 27 - /2)cE.oo - 2 (f + a ) $01 
- 2 r $ i o + 2p$n + ^$02 (A-2 
A*2 - (^*3 + i:'$22 - S^2i + T ^ ^ ^ = ^^•'4 + 2(^ - r ) * 3 - 3^vl/2 + 2z/*i 
+ ( / ; - 2 e - 2 e ) $ 2 2 + 2(^ + /3)$2i 
+2^(^12 - 2/i$ii - A$20 (A-2 
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D<^3 ~ (5*2 - -0*21 + (5*20 - -TT^^R = - '^*4 + 2(p - e)*3 + 37r<I'2 - 2A*i 
+ ( 2 Q - 2 / J - 7 f ) $ 2 o - 2 ( p - e ) * 2 i 
-27r$„ + 2^$io + K$22 (A-29) 
A * i - 5*2 - A<l>oi + 5*02 - Tr(5i? = 1^ *0 + 2(7 - M ) * I - 3 T * 2 + 2(T*3 
+ (f ~ 2/5 + 2Qf)$o2 + 2(/i - 7)*oi 
+ 2 r $ n - 2p$i2 - J>*oo {A-30) 
D* i i - 5$io - 5*01 + A$oo + z^^ = (27 - /i + 27 - /i)$oo + 2(p + p)*ii 
o 
+ (7f - 2« - 2T)(I>IO + rT$02 + fT(I)20 
{n~2a- 2f)$oi - ^*i2 - «;*2i (A-31) 
D$i2 - 5$ii - 5$o2 + A$oi + -^SR = (~2a + 2^ + TT - f)$02 + (27f - r ) $ i i 
+(27 - 2/1 - p)*oi + i>*oo - A*io 
+{p + 2p - 2e)$i2 + (J*2i - ^*22 (A-32) 
£>*22 - 5$2i - ^*i2 + A$ i i + - A i ? = (2^ + 27r - f)$i2 - 2(p + p.)$ii 
+ (2/3 + 27f - r)$2i + ;^*qi + i^*io 
+(p + p - 2e - 2e)$22 - A<l>2o - A$o2 (A-33) 
(IV) The Bianchi identities in empty spacet ime 
D^i-S'^o = -3K 'J2 + (2e + 4 p ) * i - ( - ^ + 4 a ) * o (A-34) 
D^2 - ^* i = - 2 K * 3 + 3p*2 - (-27r + 2 Q ) * I - A*o (A-35) 
5 * 3 - 5 * 2 = - K*4 - (2e - 2p)*3 + 37r*2 - 2A*i (A-36) 
Z)*4 - 5*3 = - (4f - p)vI/4 + (47r + 2a) vI/3 - 3A*2 (A-37) 
A * o - 5 * i = ( 4 7 - ^ ) * o - ( 4 r + 2/3)*i + 3a*2 (A-38) 
A'I'i - 5*2 = i^*o + (27 - 2p)* i - 3 T * 2 + 2a*3 (A-39) 
A ' J / 2 - 5 * 3 = 2 ; / * ] - 3 p * 2 + ( 2 / 3 - 2 r ) * 3 + a*4 (A-40) 
A * 3 - 5 * 4 = 3i^*2-(4// , + 27)*3 + ( 4 / ? - r ) * 4 (A-41) 
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(V) Maxwell's Equations in NP-formalism 
Di\ - 6(^0 = (TT - 2a) $o + 2p$i - /^ $2 (A-42) 
D^2-S^i = - A$o + 27r$i + (p - 26)$2 (A-43) 
6^1 - A$o = (/i - STJ^O + 2r$i - a$2 (A-44) 
M ) 2 - A $ i = - !/(I>o + 2/y.$i + (r - 2/?)$2 (A-45) 
where 
$1 = iF, ,{/^n^+mW) (A-46) 
$2 = Fijffi'n^ 
are Maxwell's scalars. 
From the definition of the covariant {iitterentiation operators D, A, r) and S 
along the direction of the vectors of a complex null tetrad, it is possible to write 
Equations ((3a),(3b) & (3c) - II) in the following covariant forms 
or = {e + e)!" - Rm" ~ Km" ( 5 - 1 ) 
A/" = (7 + 7 ) r - fm" - Tfh" {B - 2) 
hf = (« + ^)r - pm" - am'' [B - 3) 
If = (a + /3)r - dm'' - pm'' (B - 4) 
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Dyf = ~{e + t)'rf + yrm" + iifff 
/\n°- = - ( 7 + ^)n°- + mrf + vfff 
(^ n'^  .= - ( a + ft)rf + /xm" + Am" 
5n° = - ( a + ^)n" + Am" + Jifff 
( 5 - 5 ) 
( B - 6 ) 
( B - 7 ) 
( S - 8 ) 
Dvt = ^ r - Kn" + (e - t)rrf 
l^rre = i7/" - rn" + (7 - 7)m" 
(^ m" = \f - an" + (/? - a)rrf 
^m" = /2/" - prf + (a - ^)m" 
( B - 9 ) 
( 5 - 10) 
( 5 - 1 1 ) 
{B - 12) 
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